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STELLINGEN

1. Verscheidene veronderstellingen, die Ko en Bohrmann maken voor hun model

voor absorptie van pionen in kernen, zijn onjuist. Aan de overeenstemming

tussen voorspellingen van dit model en (Tr+,p)-spectra moet dan ook weinig

waarde worden gehecht.

C.M. Ko en S. Bohrmann, Phys. Lett. B97 (1980) 188.

2. De argumentatie van Ritchie e.a., dat de reactie C(T+,pp) beter beschre-

ven kan worden met een berekening zonder wisselwerking in de begin- en

eindtoestand dan met deze wisselwerking, is niet juist. De bewering vindt

bovendien onvoldoende steun in hun berekeningen.

B.G. Ritchie, N.S. Chant en P.G. Roos, Phys. Rev. C30 (1984) 969 en

Phys. Rev. C32_ (1985) 334.

3. De berekening van de wisselwerking in de eindtoestand in (p,pp) en (ïï.pp)-

reacties op grond van het zogenaamde di-protonmodel is alleen goed als de

relatieve impuls van de uitgaande protonen klein is.

De resultaten van Takaki betreffende de reactie O(ir+,pp) zijn daarom

alleen betrouwbaar in weinig interessante situaties.

D.F. Jackson, Nucl. Phys. A90 (1967) 209

T. Takaki, Progr. Theor. Phys. 65 (1981) 241.

4. De conclusie van Shimizu en Faessler, dat hun microscopisch model voor de

reactie 160(T+,nn)14N(3.9 MeV,l+) door de overeenstemming van hun resul-

taten met de experimentele gegevens wordt bevestigd, is niet gerecht-

vaardigd.

K. Shimizu en A. Faessler, Z. Phys. A287 (1978) 299 en

Nucl. Phys. A306 (1978) 311.

5. In veel publicaties op het gebied van de parapsychologie worden thema's

uit de moderne theoretische natuurkunde, zoals de niet-localiteit, gebruikt

om een verklarend kader voor de beschouwde verschijnselen op te stellen.

Dit is nergens op gebaseerd.

6. Het is betreurenswaardig dat door het uitvoeren van aan het SDI gerelateerd

onderzoek door een grote groep natuurkundigen, geloofwaardigheid wordt ver-

leend aan een programma dat op technische gronden als onrealistisch en

op politieke gronden als ongewenst moet worden beschouwd.
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C H A P T E R

INTRODUCTION

l.A. Pion absorption and the quasi-deuteron model.

When a pion impinges on a nucleus, several types of reactions are |

possible. On the one hand, it can undergo elastic, inelastic or ^

charge-exchange scattering, just like more traditional probes (e.g. 1

protons). On the other hand, being a boson, a pion can also be :

absorbed in the nucleus, releasing a large amount of energy. This :

fact alone would suffice to distinguish pion-nucleue reactions from

nuclear reactions using more conventional strongly interacting pro-

bes. Pion absorption in nuclei is the subject of this thesis.

For kinematical reasons a pion cannot be absorbed by a single,

free nucleon. Although inside a nucleus this process is no longer

strictly forbidden, it is still strongly suppressed by the momentum

mismatch. Hence, the simplest conceivable process which might be

responsible for the bulk of the absorption cross section, is '

absorption on a pair of nucleons ). The prototype of this process is !

the TTd •+ pp reaction. We shall refer to any model, in which the

elementary absorption process in a complex nucleus involves a nucleon

pair, bound in a nucleus, a "quasi deuteron model" (QDM). Unlike some

other authors, we do not insist on the fact that the absorbing pair

has the same quantumnumbers as the physical deuteron. Thus, in our

terminology, the QDM covers all processes which are usually referred

to as "two nucleon mechanism".

As we will discuss in some detail in the next section, there is

ample experimental evidence that the two-nucleon mechanism indeed



plays an important role for pion absorption in complex nuclei. In

fact» some years ago, it was thought that the ODM could account for

all of pion absorption, provided one would take into account the

final state interaction of the emitted fast nucleons ). In the last

few years however, many data have been published which seem to show

that competing absorption mechanisms involving more than two nucleons

are present and, at least away from threshold, not small as compared

to the QDM.

Despite many years of effort, pion absorption continues to be one

of the least well understood meson-nucleus reactions. This has

several reasons: First, reactions where particles axe created or

annihilated are clearly outside of the traditional domain of non-re-

lativistic nuclear physics, so that little experience is available

and there is a general lack of intuition. From the nuclear point of

view, one has to deal with the unusual regime where a large amount of

energy, but little momentum is deposited. Also, the presence of

strong initial and final state interactions makes it difficult to

interpret the data in terms of the underlying absorption mechanism.

Before addressing some of these issues, it is good to ask oneself

why one would like to understand this reaction in detail. An answer

can be given on several levels. First, pion absorption is responsible

for a large part of the pion-nucleus reaction cross section, becoming

dominant as one goes towards lower energies, and one would like to

understand it in its own right. Secondly, one could remark that a

thorough understanding of pion absorption is indispensable for the

detailed understanding of any pion-nucleus reaction. For example,

further progress in the theory of pion-nucleus elastic scattering is

hampered by the lack of a good model for the coupling to the

absorption channel. Also, at least in principle, pion absorption can

be used as a source of information on aspects of nuclear structure



(e.g. deep-lying two-hole states, short range correlations) which

cannot be easily investigated with more conventional probes. In

practice however, potential nuclear structure information is usually

lost, because too many other aspects of the reaction are not

sufficiently understood.

More generally, there is the possibility that some new type of

many-body physics can be discovered, provided one is able to

carefully subtract the conventional dynamics. Also, a better under-

standing of the mechanism of pion absorption may be of relevance for

the problem of low energy strong interaction physics in general,

where a practical theory is still lacking. In particular, one would

like to elucidate the transition from perturbative quanture-chromo-

dynamics (QCD) at high energies, to some effective meson theory at

low energies. Pion absorption has a chance of being useful for this

question, by probing inter-nucleon distances below 1 fm and, provi-

ding clues about strong many-body forces.

In the next sections, we will briefly review the present status of

experiment (Section l.B) and theory (Section l.C) on pion absorption.

Our discussion is not intended to be exhaustive (for a more complete

discussion, we refer to existing review articles, e.g. 3 ) ) , but

serves to set the stage for our approach, which will be introduced in

Sect. l.D.

l.B. Survey of experiments on pion absorption.

In this section, we summarize the findings of experiments on pion

absorption in nuclei. Since our aim is to establish the role of the

QDM in pion absorption, we will concentrate on two classes of

experiments: those which search for limitations to the QDM, tryinq to

identify signatures of possible many-nucleon mechanisms, and those



which provide us with details of the QDM itself. We shall disregard

absorption on free deuterons, which ha6 evolved into an extensive

field of research in its own right.

We will begin by taking a closer look at some experiments of the

first category. It is owing to these types of experiments that the

general view of pion absorption has undergone the ir.ost important

changes recently.

At threshold (stopped pion absorption), it is well-Xnown that for

light nuclei, most of the flux goes into the (T ,nn) and, to a lesser

extent, the (7t~,np) channels. This indicates that the 2-nucleon

mechanism is dominant. However, there are also more complicated

processes. Some time ago already, it was noted by Walter ), that

some 10% of a-cluster absorption could account nicely for the

observed rare coincidence rates (e.g. (n,t), (p,p)). Recently, a

detailed analysis of coincidence data after stopped pion absorption

on Li } also showed discrepancies with the QDM.

For low-energy in-flight absorption, by now several experiments

exist which show signs of mechanisms, more complicated than the QDM.

Already for a nucleus as light as he, recent measurements ) in the

60-80 MeV region indicate that some 30% of the absorption cross

section might have an origin different than the QDM. Similarly, from

(ir+,pp) data on Li-isotopes ) at 59.6 MeV, a (rough) estimate was

made that i,60% of the absorption cross section is- covered by the QDM.

+ 7 8

Also (IT ,pd) data on Li at the same energy ) seem to require the

presence of some three-nucleon mechanism.

Near resonance, Altman et al. ") have found that on ] C only 1,10%

of the total absorption cross section goes into the (n+,pp) channel

with quasi free kinamatics. Estimates of the distortion effects show

that this implies that at most one half of the total absorption cross

section is given by the QDM. However, there are ambiguities in



defining the background under the quasi-free peak.

McKeown et al. ) have analyzed inclusive (TT+,P) data in the

resonance region, for a variety of nuclei. They found that on the

average 3 ( C) to 6 (Bi) nucleons were involved in the absorption

process. It has been pointed out that these numbers do not necessa-

rily represent the elementary absorption process, but may be explai-

ned through the QDM, including initial and final state interactions

). In order to learn more about these more complicated mecha-

nisms, new types of experiments are needed, such as the recent

(n ,ppp) experiment by Tacik et al. ). Similar triple coincident

experiments are underway at the NIKHEF-K facility ).

This list has not been exhaustive, but does show that by now it is

clear that attempts to explain "all" of pion absorption in terms of

the QDM are running into ever increasing problems. Additional, more

complicated mechanisms seem to be required. The role of these more

complicated processes seems to increase towards resonance.

The second class of experiments investigates the QDM itself in

quantitative detail. Obviously, the most direct way is to study the

(T~ , N N ) coincidence reaction. For example, much effort has gone into

the determination of the ratio of absorption on Sj(T=(J) and SQ(T=1)

pairs, which can be done by measuring isospin ratios. It appears that

absorption on T=l pairs is strongly suppressed as compared to

absorption on deuteron-like T=0 pairs over the whole energy range

from threshold up to the resonance region- For He, this suppression

is particularly strong and received a lot of experimental i 3~ J O) and

1 q no
theoretical ) attention. In heavier nuclei, the dominance of

absorption on T=0 pairs is still present ' ), although not as

strong as for -%e. In part, this may be due to initial and final

state interactions, which make the extraction of a o(T=0)/o(T=l)

ratio from the observed isospin rat '....s less straightforward. So far.



there seems to be no unambiguous observation of absorption on NN

pairs which are not in a relative s-state (see however ref. ).

In order to get detailed information on the dynamical structure of

the TT-nucleon pair absorption operator, one would really want

exclusive (TT'.NN) data leading to discrete states of the residual

nucleus, covering a fair part of the available phasepace. Mainly due

to the required energy resolution, such data are rare. For stopped

pions, only the 6Li(n", nn)4He(g.s. ) 2 6 ) and ' 6O(TT~ ,nn)] 4N (3. 9 MeV)

) transitions have been convincingly separated. For low-energy

in-flight absorption, only very recently data of the required type

were obtained at LAMPF, for the ("+,pp) reaction on 6 > 7Li and 1 6 0 ,

supplementing the existing He data. Although QDM predictions are

often confirmed in these experiments, there are a number of surpri-

sing features, especially in the data taken on 0. In Chapter 6,

these data will be discussed in detail. In the A-region, a (TT ,pp)

measurement at 116 MeV on 1 60 has just been performed at SIN, with 4

n Q

distinct transitions resolved ).

l.C. On the theory of pion absorption in complex nuclei.

When a pion gets absorbed in a nucleus, a large number of reaction

channels is open. Since a full theoretical treatment of the reaction

is prohibitively complicated, one is faced with the following choice:

either one aims at a global, qualitative description of many reaction

channels at the same time, or one tries to understand in detail some

relatively simple reaction channel, such as (t,N) or (ir,NN). In

practice, the first alternative usually implies a semi-classical

approach, whereas the second one can be dealt with in a quantum

mechanical framework.

Let us first look briefly at the first class of calculations. Most



work has been limited to stopped pion absorption (e.g. ' )), but

also for in-flight absorption a few attempts have been made ).

By and large, these kind of calculations yield a surprisingly good

agreement with inclusive data, independent of the assumed absorption

01 ̂ rator. This indicates that this type of observables is not very

sensitive to the absorption mechanism itself, but rather reflect

properties of phasespace and the intranuclear cascade- Especially

worth mentioning is the work of Masutani and Yazaki 35 ) ( which

clarifies the reactive content of the pion-nucleus optical potential,

thus making contact between pion elastic scattering and absorption.

They decompose the total absorption cross section into a hierarchy of

absorption events preceded by 0,1,2,... quasi-free uN-collisions.

If one wants to explain specific absorption channels in more

detail, one has to start from a model for the basic absorption

operator. It is not yet possible to predict this object from first

principles. Therefore, various models differ by the level at which

phenomenology is built in.

In the most ambitious approach, one tries to relate the iNK+NN

amplitude to the elementary iNN vertex. Since the absorption on a

free nucleon is kinematically forbidden, it is clear that one needs

an off-shell extrapolation, to which the results may be sensitive.

This sensitivity is especially strong for the one-nucleon mechanism,

which has originally been tried J t : ) ~ J t s ) ^ bUt was found to be much too

weak. Nowadays, one usually includes the so-called pion rescattering

39mechanism ). Here, the pion scatters off nucleon 1, gets off shell

and is subsequently absorbed by nucleon 2. Various authors (see, for

example, refs. }) have used different implementations of this

basic idea, extending it by adding rescattering of P-mesons, crossed

diagrams, etc. . There is a definite problem with the convergence of

the method, since no simple criterion exists which diagrams are to be



44 45
included ' ). Another problem is that formfactor uncertainties and

off-shell ambiguities play havoc on the predictive powers of the

jnociel ' ). Still, it is possible to adjust the parameters of the

model in such a way, that a variety of observables, including iid-t-pp

data. He isospin ratios and various stopped pion data are success-

fully described. To what degree agreement with the data lends support

to the assumed dynamics remains uncertain.

Apart from these models, there are several phenomenological

approaches which avoid the introduction of a TNN vertex. In the

A-region for instance the rescattered pion has been replaced by a

AN •+ NN transition potential in the Betz-Lee model ' ). At thres-

hold, Eckstein ) and others ) have simply used a phenomenolo-

gical parametrization of the ITNN •+ NN transition amplitude as a whole.

At low energies, wnere only a few partial waves contribute, this

approach can become an ecomonical way to parametrize this amplitude.

The work in this thesis can be regarded as an update (for threshold

absorption) and extension (for low energy in-flight absorption) of

the Eckstein model. Considering the large amount of high-quality data

which has been obtained in the last decade, such an update would seem

long overdue.

When the experiments suggested the presence of many-nucleon

mechanisms in pion absorption, some attempts have been made to

construct explicit models for these forces ). In our opinion, up

to now the experimental confirmation of these models is insufficient

to support the complex dynamical assumptions.

1.D. Motivation of the present approach

Phenomenology plays a very important role in physics when a

practical, fundamental theory is absent. Its purpose is not to give a



direct prediction of experimental quantities from some assumed model,

but'rather to give a concise description of the observed phenomena in

terms of a limited number of, physically motivated, free parameters.

It can serve to elucidate the actual physics content of the measured

observables and to show the relation between various types of data.

This work consists of a phenomenological study of the quasi-

deuteron model for threshold and low-energy in-flight absorption in

complex nuclei. Although it is understood that the QDM does not

exhaust the pion-nucleus absorption cross section, clear signatures

of this mechanism are seen, even in inclusive measurements. The

experimental results at low energies suggest that it is the largest

single contribution to pion absorption. Besides, considering the com-

plications of initial and final state interaction-s and nuclear struc-

ture [uncertainties, the QDM may in fact be the only absorption mecha-

nism amenable to a quantitative theoretical analysis, in the near future.

Our model is designed to give a unified description of threshold

and low-energy in-flight absorption. Our main interest will be the

(7i±,NN) exclusive reaction. If the model is applied with some care,

it can also c^ver more inclusive data, such as one-arm spectra and

total absorption rates. In the low energy range (say T77<80 MeV) we

feel that very little about the actual absorption mechanism is known,

so we are justified in using a completely free parametrization of the

wNN •* NN operator, incorporating only well-established principles,

such as the conservation laws of the strong interaction and the Pauli

principle. By concentrating on the low—energy region, we try to avoid

all the well-known complications of the A-resonance region, while

still being able to discuss a large fraction of the existing data. In

the resonance region our method, while still valid in principle,

becomes less attractive. The energy dependence of the absorption

cross section very strongly suggests a two-step mechanism: excitation
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of a & -isobar, followed by a AN ->• NN inelastic collision. This

knowledge should be incorporated in a model from th = start ). Also,

if we would use a completely free parametrization at these energies,we

would risk having'to use too ,ian̂  parameters for practical purposes.

In the course of this work, we will gradually give up this

complete generality of the absorption operator, in favour of a very

simple parametrization. The main justification can only cone after

the calculations have been performed and compared with experiment.

Perhaps the most central assumption is that pion absorption in a

nucleus occurs exclusively on pairs in relative s-states. Then,

restricting ourselves to pion s- and p-waves, the complete model

involves six complex parameters and three radial functions. In

practice, existing data prove to be sensitive to only a small part of

these parameters, so that their number is never a real problem-

In applying our model, we will limit ourselves to 'He, C and

^ O , occasionally using the deuteron for reference purposes. These

nuclei have a rather well understood structure and are still light

enough . that the two-nucleon mechanism is not completely swamped by

initial- or final state interactions. On the other hand, they have a

sufficiently varied pair content to be representative of complex

nuclei in general.

This thesis falls into two parts. In chapters 2 and 3, we will

construct the absorption operator and use it in a plane wave impulse

approximation (PWIA) for nuclei, ignoring all distortion effects.

Although a PWIA is not expected to be adeguate for a good description

of the data, the results in these chapters are very useful for the

development of our intuition and the interpretation of the results in

later chapters. Chapters 4 to 6 are devoted to the more realistic

distorted wave calculations (DWIA). In Chapter 4, the formal frame-

work will be presented and the calculational details will be
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discussed. Chapters 5 and 6 contain the comparison to stopped pion

and in-flight data respectively. In Chapter 7 we will conclude by

summarizing our main results.

Most of the material has been presented before, in the form of two

publications:

M. Gouweloos, M. Thies, "Low energy pion absorption and the quasi

deuteron mechanism" ,Nucl. Phys. A455 (1986) 602

Gouweloos, M. Thies, "The reaction O(n*,pp) N at 60 MeV:

Testing the quasi-deuteron mechanism" .submitted to Phys. Rev. C
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C H A P T E R I I

PION ABSORPTION ON A TWO-NUCLEON BOUNDSTATE

Ultimately, the goal of this thesis is to present a realistic Di«'IA

treatment of the A( T, ', NN) (A-2) reaction, using a simple, p..enoir.eno-

logical parametrization of the absorption operator. It would be

unwise however to indulge in the full complexity of the problem

right from the start, since then all insight into the, sometimes

remarkably simple, physics of the results would be obscured fro.M

sight.

Therefore, we will approach the problem in a few discrete steps.

First, in this chapter, we will introduce the absorption operator in

the simplest context: absorption on a single pair of nucleons. As

will be shown in the following chapter, inclusion of the c.m. motion

of the pair with respect to the rest of the nucleus will force us to

consider the tensorpolarization of the absorbing pair, even if no

polarization measurements are made. Therefore, in the present chap-

ter, we will begin our study with considering absorption on a

tensorpolarized pair. We will use the expressions, obtained to get a

first idea of the magnitudes of the parameters involved.

2. A. Introduction of the phenomenological absorption operator

First, we will introduce our parametrization of the TINN->-NN

absorption operator, which will lie at the basis of all further

developments. Our starting point is the partial wave decomposition of

the TTNN •* NN t-matrix element in the centre of mass frame. It can be

written in the following form :
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•<<]' Uabslq,<.c> = I Tabs({o),q'q<)fic(T',T)
\ a)

with (Q) = U.S.T.i'.S'.T'.i^.K.K')

Here g and q' refer to the initial and final NN relative momenta,

< is the Ti-nucleon pair relative momentum and c is the pion charge.

The quantumnumbers £ , S,T(Jt ' , S1 ,T' ) stand for orbital angular momen-

tum, spin and isospin of the initial (final) NN pair and iv is the

pion angular momentum. Sj;(S',S) denotes a spin transition operator,

i.e. an irreducible tensor operator of rank K which only connects

states with spin S and S*. Its precise definition and most important

properties are given in appendix A2.1. Tjc(T',T) has analogue meaning

for isospin. Notice that, expression (2.1) is still an operator in

spin-isospin space, therefore the usual j-quantumnumbers do not

appear. The form (2-1) has technical advantages for the computation

of matrix elements and spin sums.

As it stands, eq. (2.1) is still completely general and therefore

of little help for a purely phenomenological parametrization. As a

first and drastic simplification, we will deal in this work (with one

minor exception) exclusively with absorption on pairs in relative

s-states. The dominance of these pairs for pion absorption is

strongly suggested by the success of previous low-energy QDM studies.

Furthermore in the low energy region, we will need only pion s- and

p-waves. Together with the constraints imposed by the Pauli princi-

ple, this leaves us with six allowed channels, as listed in table 1.

Inclusion of relative p(d)-pairs gives 45(33) more channti=( which

obviously renders a useful phenomenoloyical approach impossible. We

note that for absorption on a deuteron-like Sj(T=0) pair, only the

amplitudes i. , i, and t^ contribute, Tj describing "s-absorption"



Channel

1

2

3

4

5

6

S

1

0

1

0

1

0

T

0

1

0

1

0

1

S '

1

1

0

1

0

1

T 1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1
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V K (NN) UN)

1 1 3P[ 3r5P1(
 5F]

1 1 P ^P

0 1 ^ S ^D

0 1 3Sj

2 1 D--) S •}» D"i i G o

2 1 3D;

Table 1. Allowed channels of the ~NN •*NN process, for pion

s- and p-waves and NN pairs in initial s-states. Die (juantum

numbers are explained in the text.

(ij=0), T 3 and Tg "p-absorption" (ii.7, = l) with the final NN-pair in the

SQ resp. D2 state. i2« T4 and T^ are the corresponding amplitudes

for absorption on *SQ(T=1) pairs. Also indicated in table 1 are the

possible (NA)-states for the sequential process nNN + NA-»NN. The A

and N can only be in a relative s-state in T5. T^ and Tg are free of

NA- contributions, since the total isospin is zero.

Restricting ourselves to these six channels, it is convenient to

recast eq. (2.1) into the following form :

rr^q' | tabs|q,<,c> = [/3ajTlc(l ,O)S(I , 1 ) + /2a2f lc( 1 , 1 )S( 1,0)]-q '

+[/5a3Tlc(1,0)!(0,l)+a4Tlc(0.1)2(1,0)]•<

1 • * , * ( 2- 2 )

+ [^a5Tic(l,0)S(0,l) + a6Tlc(0,l)S(1,0)J «Q

where

and the parameters Tj from (2.1) have been replaced by a^ . the two

sets of parameters being related through

ith cj = 03 = -C5 = 1 • C2 = / 3 a n d C4 = ~C6 = / 3



J /

The overall normalization factor n and the various numerical factors

are introduced for later convenience (set; below). Up to this point,

no reference has been made to the spatial part of the two-nucleon

wavefunction. As it stands, the parametrization is equally valid for

(NN) sc••--• 7id as for (NN)SC->">-TI (NN) S C , where (NN)SC refers to a two

nucleon scattering state. In our approach, we restrict ourselves to a

treatment of the reaction relevant to pion absorption in a nucleus,

the (NN)sc<-*nd reaction. Parameter values determined from this

reaction are not related in any simple way to those pertaining to the

(NN)sc<~>r(NN)£C reaction, since properties of the NN-interaction

enter into the comparison. Although such a comparison is not

impossible, it falls outside the scope of this work. For any

2-nucleon s-wave boundstate with relative wavefunction <t(r), we

define the more convenient amplitudes

i(q',q = 0,«: )*(r = 0)
 ( 2 > 4 )

where J(q) is the Fouriertransform of <t>(r) and the second equality

holds in the 0-range limit of the operator. The t-matrix elements for

absorption on + M s boundstate can now simply be obtained from

eq. (2.2) by replacing the amplitudes aj by Aj.

2.B. Absorption on a tensorpolarized rucleon pair

Considering the isospin structure for the six channnels mentioned

above, only the following matrix elements can occur :

_ 1 + 4 . 4 •+ ->
n <(NN )T3 = ±1 ! tat,s | (np)T = 0," > = /3AjS(1,1)•q +S(0,1)•(A3K+A5Q)

r,"1<(SN)T3 = ±l itabs|(np)T=l,Ti
±> = TA2S ( 1 , 0 ) • q '

(2.5)
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n <(np)T=0|tat,s|(NN)T3=±] ,TI
±> = ±—S (1 , 0) • (A2q'

/2

Next, we turn to a treatment of the spin-degrees of freedom. In

chapter 3 we will show that in general, in the case of spin 1 pairs,

the unpolarized n-nucleus absorption cross section cannot be expres-

sed by the unpolarized TI-NN pair cross section, but also depends on

the analyzing power. Let us write the spin-structure of the matrix

elements (2-5) schematically in the following way

tabs = I_S(S',S)-V(S',S) (2.6)

The explicit expressions of the vectors V(S',S) can be inferred by

comparing eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). For SQ pairs, the summation over

final nucleon spins yields simply

t -t. 2
I = Tr'tabstabs1 = I VU.O)| {2.1)

Here and in the following we have used the trace formulae for

spin-transition operators given in the appendix A2.1. For Sj pairs

we have to work with the density matrix for spin 1 targets, which is

usually written as )

pi
1 Z

(2.8)
with t 0 0 = T 0 0 = 1 , TrPj = 1 , tXv = /3SXlJ(l,])

If the polarization in the final state is not measured, the spin-sum

becomes

I = Tr{tabsPita
+
bs} = I0{l + A^0tXuex*lJ) (2.9)

u

Here I Q is, apart from a phasespacefactor, the unpolarized cross

section and £ X u the analyzing power for a polarized target. A

straightforward evaluation of (2.9) in terms of (2.6) yields
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H A

s- i
U
 s

r,|v(s',i)|2

Upon inserting the vectors V(S',S) of eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) into

(2.10), one can then express Io and e ^ in terms of the amplitudes

We now write the unpolarized differential cross section as

,3 ,
da = i 2 T I | 5 ( E f - E j ) IQ - I * . 1 1 )

v r e l ( 2 n)

We can work this out for the cases covered in eq. (2-4) to get

>-(NN)T3=il) = fn
2{P O(|Ai|

2+« 2(|A 3|
2+|A 5|

2)

+P 2<
2(|A 5|

2+2/2Re(A 3A*))}

do + 2 12

iflq' 3 (2.12)

))) = ifn 2(P 0|A 2|
2+K 2(|A 4|

2+|A 6|
2)

a"q ' 2

+ P1<(2Re(A2(A4 + /2A6)*))+P2*c
2(|A6|

2 + 2/2Re(A4A*))}

where P t refers to the i
t h Legendre polynomial in <»q' and f is a

kinematical factor given by

f =
 E ( q 0 ) q 0 1 (2.13)

2 vrel (27i)2

where q Q is the value of q
1 dictated by energy conservation, i.e. the

6-function in eq. (2.11), and E(qQ) is the corresponding energy. Near

threshold (2.13) reduces to
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where M and m are the nucleon and pion mass respectively. Upon

integrating eqs. (2.12) over dftq•, we get the total absorption cross

sections

O(n ±(np)T = O-*(NN)T3 = ± n = 2 TT f r\2 { \ A j | 2 + K2( | A 3 |
 2 + | A s I

 2 ))

o(ir±(np)T=l-»(NN)T3=±l) = 2TT f n 2 I A 2 I
 2 (2.15)

O(T±(NN)T3 = TI->-np(T=0)) = 2*f H
2( I A2 |

 2+<2( | A 4 1 2+ I A6 |
 2 )}

The simple expressions (2.15) are our motivation for the numerical

factors in the Ansatz (2.2). It is obvious from eq. (2.12) (and a

fortiori from eq. (2.15)), that the unpolarized differential cross

sections do not suffice to pin down all our amplitudes Aj unambi-

guously. Only 2 or 3 numbers (the Legendre coefficients al ) can be

determined to give 5 unknown (3 complex amplitudes, minus one overall

phase) numbers.

At threshold, eqs. (2.12) to (2.15) are less useful , since fth

diverges. To circumvent this problem we introduce the imaginary parts

of the scattering length and volume, by writing the IT-NN pair elastic

forward amplitude as

F(0°) = b+c<2 (2.16)

For stopped pions, b and c are the physically more meaningful

quantities. They can be related to the s- and p-wave absorption cross

sections via the optical theorem

o = — In>F(O°) (2.17)
K

From eq. (2.15) we can now simply read off Im b and Im c

^ IA,I 2

K f r) , | . i 2 | . I 2,
Ira c = ' ! A 3 ! + l A 5 l I

for IT (np)T = O-<-nii

or TT (np)T=O-^pp
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1 m b = if f iy

Jm c = 0

K f n !

|A 2|
2

In b

Im c =

f o r 7i ( n p ) T = ) •+ nn

o r 7i + ( n p ) T = ] •• pp

f o r TI~( p p ) T = ]->• np

o r TT + ( nn )T= I •*• np

( 2 . 1 8 )

We are still free to choose the normalization factor r, . From eq.

(2.18) a natural choice is

( 2 . 1 9 )

which simplifies eq. (2.18) as much as possible. This normalization

implies the dimensions

l,,5,6] " (2.20)

' [83,4.5.6] =

for our partial wave amplitudes.

Contact with stopped pion data can be made from eq. (2.18)

through the standard relations between the widths of Is- and 2p

levels on the one hand and scattering length and volume on the other

hand "- )

= — U>]S(0)!
2i

T2p = — I

(2.21)

where Up is the reduced pion-nucleus mass.

The previous equations, (2.11) to (2.21), all dealt with absorp-

tion on an unpolarized pair. Later on, we shall also need to know how

the total absorption cross section depends on the M-substate of the

absorbing pair. Choosing the n-d relative momentum K as quantization



axis, we find

•°M=O c -r 1
«ir ,. .2 9 2,. .2, (2-22)

° M = 1 " ° M = - 1 ' — (1 * 1 I +yjjlC 1*51 )

As expected, 6-absorption (~Aj) does not depend on M. p-ab6orption

via A5 yields a weak M-dependence (OQSOJ=4:3), whereas A3 only

contributes to the M=0 substate.

Via detailed balance, we can relate the total nd •+ pp cross section

to the total pp •+ ird production cross section

°prod - ~ oBbs
 (2-23>

q i

Again for later use, we evaluate the total production cross sections

for a deuteron in a definite M-state, using q1 as quantization axis.

The result is

5H=0 = 8<
2|A3+/2A5|

2

with g =>

Here we observe that A3 does not give any M-dependence, since it is a

s-state in q1. A^ strongly favours M=0 production over M=l (by a

factor of 4) and Aj, the s-wave production, is forbidden for M=0,

since it would require a J 10> ->• 110> transition via a vector operator.

Note that unlike the total cross sections (2.15) we can no longer use

detailed balance to relate (2.22) to (2.24) because the M-substates

refer to different coordinate frames.

2-C. First estimates of the model parameters

We now turn to the determination of our strength parameters A^. In

principle, such a determination requires extensive numerical calcula-
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tions of the type discussed in chapters 4-6. However, in order to get

a first idea of the magnitudes we can resort to the following rough

estimates.

In the absence of a microscopic model we cannot at this point

specify the q'- and "^-dependence of the partial wave amplitudes Aj.

To begin with, we shall simply treat all Aj's as constant numbers at

a given energy, to be determined from experiment. In later chapters,

we will occasionally find reason to use a more refined approach. The

results from this section however are not very sensitive to these

effects .

We will deal mostly with absorption on T=0 pairs, which is

3 4
empirically known to be dominant ). Only at the end of the section

we will briefly discuss absorption on T=l pairs. Our treatment is

partly based on perturbation theory, partly on the phenomenological

T-nucleus optical potential.

In the case of the free deuteron, we use the standard parametriza-

tion of the pp •+ TT d total production cross section at low energies )

oCpp-m d) = a—+£(—) (2.25)

Using detailed balance (eq. (2.23)), together with (2.14) and (2.19)

we find

& = -^:A]I , 6 =——-((A3,1 +U5I ) (2.26)
a-(> 0

6 2 2
Inserting the experimental values ) a=.018 fm and 6=.095 fm we get

at threshold

|A]|" = .0047 fm , JA3|
2+|A5!

2= .050 fm ( 2 2?.

Assuming that the energy dependence is entirely due to the p-wave

parameter , as is suggested by the AN+NN mechanism, we get the



values for |A3| +|A5| listed in table 2.

An expansion of the differential cross section in terms of

Legendre polynomials in the low-energy range can give us, by using

eq. (2.12), an idea of the relative values of A3 and Aj, if we assume

A3 I to be small as compared to the A3-A5 interference term. We get

Re A3/A5 =
2/2

0.04 (2-28)

where ax is the coefficient of P1. We have used the experimental

ratio a2/ao = l.l
 7) • Indications are thus that the amplitude A^ is

indeed strongly dominant, as is already evident from the inelastici-

ties in the NN phaseshifts.

Since the deuteron may not be typical for absorption on 3Sj pairs

in real nuclei, it is of interest to look for another, independent

estimate. For the He-isotopes we rely on perturbation theory and use

at threshold eq. (2.21), in which the (derivative) density for the

s-(p-) wave point Coulomb wavefunction at the origin is given by

32uao
(2.29)

with ao=l/uRe ,

T,,(MeV)

0

20

40

65

80

Table

for the

| A 3 I

2. |J

2 + |A 5 | 2 (fro3)

0.050

0.059

0.063

0.086

0.092

K3]
 2 + | A 5 | 2

•nd •+ pp process .

the pionic Bohr radius. The experimental widths

are 8 )

r]s( He) = 28±7 eV

fjg^He) = 45+3 eV

TjpC^He) = (7.2±3.3)

(2.30)

Using eqs. (2.18), (2.21), (2.29) and

(2.30), and dividing by the number of
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-*S pairs (1.5 in -̂ He and 3 in ^He), we arrive at the values

lA, I = .015 fm for He

|A] | 2 = .013 fm for % e (2.31)

|A3|
2+[A5|

2 = .068 fm3 for *He

which are larger than the values for the physical deuteron, especi-

ally in the s-wave. In part, this may be due to the fact that the

physical deuteron is larger (cf. eq. (2.4)), combined with the

approximations due to the use of point Coulomb wavefunctions, eg.

(2.29).

Recently, Aniol et al. ) have measured the quasi-free 2-nucleon

component of the He(n ,pp)p absorption cross section at 62.5 and

82.8 MeV to be 10.2±.4 and 13.6+.4 mb respectively. Taking into

account the number of pairs, these values translate to

[0.036 fm at 62.5 MeV

| A 3 | 2
+ U 5 | 2 ) = \ ( 2 . 3 2 )

[ 0 . 0 5 6 fm a t 8 2 . 8 MeV

The value for |Aj| is .015 fm at 0 energy (cf. eq. (2.27)). Assuming

this value does not increase when going to higher energies, we get

0.048 fm3 i |A3|
2+|A5|

2 S 0.081 fm3 at 62.5 MeV

0.067 fm3 s |A3|
2+|A5|

2 £ 0.091 fro3 at 82.8 MeV

(2.33)

which suggests that these p-wave parameters do not increase as fast

as for the deuteron.

The He(Ti+,pp)p differential cross section gives at both 62.5 and

82.8 MeV o^/Of}-1-1 a s f o r t h e free deuteron, so estimate (2.28)

applies here too.

For nuclei with A>4, the perturbation relations (2.21) cease to be

valid. Nevertheless, at threshold it is possible to get a simple

estimate by making use of the absorptive terms in the pion optical
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potentials fitted to the shifts and widths in pionic atoms ^ ) . We

simply calculate the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude in

Born approximation, divide by the number of ^S, pairs and compare

with eq. (2.18). In terms of the usual s- and p-wave parameters BQ

and C Q ), the n-nucleus scattering length and volume are

Im b = Im BQ p^(r)d
3r

I 2 3 (2.34)
I:o c = Im Co pA(r)d r

where p^ denotes the ground state density normalized to A. Let us

consider by way of example C and 0 in a harmonic oscillator

model, where

12,
2 3 2 -3/2 f H/3 ioT C

PA(r)d r = 16(2*b ) * ,, (2.35)
I 31/4 for 0

For the b-parameters

[ 1.57 fm for 12C

0 ' b0 = | 16 (2.36)
» A 1.75 fm for 0

Using the values Im Do=0.0428m~
4, Im Co=-.076m~

6 1 0 ) , and dividing by

the number of 3Sj pairs (14.4 in i2C and 22.5 in 1 6 0 , ref. ] 1 ) ) , we

find

f .018 fm [ .060 fm3 for l2C
l*]i = . |A3r+|A5|'

! = l i f t <2-37)
{ .0)2 fm I .043 fm for 0

According to the work of the MSU group I 2 ) , which predicts, within

the large experimental uncertainties ), the correct low-energy

absorption cross sections, the absorption parameters of the optical

potential do not change away from threshold. Therefore, applying eq.

(2.34) will give results equivalent to eq. (2.37).

The gross agreement between eqs. (2.31), (2.33) and (2.37) gives
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us some confidence that our assumption about the dominance of

deuteron-like Sj pairs was correct.

All estimates up to this point were concerned with absorption on

Sj pairs, which represents the bulk of the two-nucleon absorption
n

cross section, but the data from ref. ) al6o enable us to say

something about the T=l parameters A2» A/, and Af,. The experimental

Legendre polynomial fit to the He(n~,np)n cross section in the

•n-pair c.m. frame at 65 MeV was found to give

ag = 55i3 ut

d] = -45+7 hb (2.36)

a, = 89±7 lib

To translate these numbers into our parameters, we write A^= |Ai le
1 i,

and solve the three equations which result from applying the relevant

expression from eq. (2.12) numerically. Since one phase is arbitrary,

we have five parameters to satisfy these three equations, but still

we can find useful limiting values. We find, using the mean values

from eq. (2.38),

I A2 I = ( 1 .6±.7) 10~ fro

llKl,]2 = (8.8±6.2) 10~4 fm3

|A 6j
2 = (16.2+6.1) I0"4 fn3

4>2-*4 = (180+62)°

*4-*6 = ( 0±36)°

$2-*6 = (180156)°

We can conclude that neither of these amplitudes is vanishingly

small or clearly dominates. As is already suggested by applying the

Watson final state theorem, s- and p-wave absorption tend to be of

opposite phase. Even though the delta does not contribute to the

p-wave at all (compare table 1), p-wave absorption still dominates
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over s-wave absorption. Notice that Ag is down by a factor of at

least 20 with respect to A5 (cf. eq. (2.33)). Similar conclusions

apply to the data at 82.8 MeV.

However, we must be cautious not to have too much faith in the

values (2.39) as being truly representative of the T=l absorption

process. The spectator nucleon could easily play a major role in

determining the coefficients a^ from (2.38).

Appendix A2.1 Spin transition operators

The spin (or isospin) transition operators SK(S',S) used in

chapters 2 and 3 are irreducible tensor operators of rank K, which

have only non-vanishing matrix elements between states with spin S1

and S. We use the following definition:

L ( S ' , S ) = J M(-)
S~M|S'M'xS'M1 S-M|KQ><SM| (A2.1.1)

The normalization (for given K,S',S) is a pure matter of conve-

nience. In our case, the reduced matrix elements of Sj;(S',S) are

given by

(S'I|SK(S',S)||S) = K 6s'S'
6SS ' (A2.1.2)

with the usual notation K=(2K+l)i . We can invert (A2.1.1) to find

|S'M'XSM| = / r-)£~M<S'M' S-M|KQ>SKQ(S',S) (A2.1.3)

With the help of this expression, any tensor operator can be expanded

in terms of spin transition operators as follows:

0KQ * K-1
sfs(S

1||fiKllS)SKQ(S'.S) (A2.1.4)



Spin-sums can be evaluated UBing the trace formulae

Tr<SKQ(S' ,S)} = S 6 S S - 6 X O 6 Q O

Tr(Sk.Q(s
1,S)SK.0.(S1S')}

Tr{SKQ(S' ,I)S A U ( : , 1 ) S K . Q

29

(A2.1.5)

(A2.1.6)

(-)K'+Q'<KQXu|K'-Q1>

K A K

1 S1 }
S'5'

Together with the relation

[s K Q(S\S)]
+ - (-)S' + S

this covers all the cases encountered in this work.
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C H A P T E R I I I

PION ABSORPTION ON A BOUND NUCLEON PAIR

In the previous chapter we have examined absorption on a free two

nucleon boundstate. The basic idea of the QDM is that absorption on a

complex nucleus can be thought of as resulting from a sum of

quasi-free absorption processes on nucleon pairs in the nucleus.

Although this idea is conceptually very simple, when working out its

consequences, we are faced with a technically difficult problem.

In order to develop our insight into the physics, in this chapter

we will study a model problem, consisting of absorption on a bound

nucleon pair moving in a harmonic oscillator potential. In this model

we will ignore initial- and final state interactions, which will be

treated in later chapters. This has the great advantage that we can

solve everything analytically and we can see how the experimental

observables depend on the wavefunction and quantumnumbers of the

absorbing pair on the one, and on the dynamics of the absorption

process on the other hand. The qualitative insight gained will be

very valuable, even though the model is not completely realistic.

Still, in later chapters we will show that many of the features of

this model problem also show up in a more realistic calculation.

In Sect. 3.A we will present the general formalism of our model

problem. A number of special cases will be worked out in Sect. 3.E.

Many of the results obtained in this section will be vital for the

interpretation of the results in later chapters. Finally, in Sect.

3.C, we will apply our considerations to the case cf stopped pions

and we will rewrite our results in terms of kinematical variables

which are commonly used there.
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3.A. General formalism of the model problem

We shall consider absorption on a NN-pair, bound in a harmonic

oscillator potential, with qjantumnumbers (nj1jn2I2)LSJK. The impulse

approximation then allows us to relate the t-matrix element for pion

absorption on this pair to the operator ta[>s of chapter 2 via

[till till '- :->'iin) (?M?
J ; 2 -) 3 (: - ) 3

;'-P] -V2 -K)<q' I (3.1)

The labeling of the momenta in the final state is explained in

Fig. 1. We use the notation

q = p2
(3.2)

and similarly for the primed variables. Here, < and E r i, are the pair

relative momentum and energy, i.e.

(3.3)

where _ = (k-+m-')' ~, with m the pion mass. We use non-relativistic

Figure 1. Kinematical variables used to describe the final state.
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kinematics for the nucleons in this chapter.

To proceed, one should in principle decompose the pair wavefunc-

tion into relative and c m . wavefunctions, using Moshinsky brackets

). For the present purpose, it is more instructive to represent

the q-dependence of the t-matrix by a formfactor f(q) and define an

effective c m . wavef unction through

R L ( P ) V I M ( P ) = ( d q f(q)<P+q,P-qj(nil1n?l-OLM> (3.4)

J 7^7 3 2 2

with 6=(nj1]n2ln). We define the normalization constant N£ through

1* ( 3 - 5 )

which still depends on f(q). Now the integral (3.1) factorizes and we

write

<PrP2'|Tabs(E)|(n]l]n2l2)LSJMJk,r> = <q' I t a b s(K r e, i!^',?-

(3.6)

with <P|LSJM> = tVL(P)
xXs]jMM

In the zero range limit of the operator, which we shall use

henceforth in this chapter, we can take f(q)5l and we may interpret

(3.4) as the amplitude for finding two nucleons at zero separation,

with total momentum P. For instance, for a pair of two Is nucleons we

find in this limit

so (3.7)

N£ = |*rel(r=0)|
In this example one may include 4 r e (r=0) into the matrix element

of tabs i
n (3-6) an£3 o n e i s left with a factor describing the

momentum distribution of the pair in the nucleus. Since these

distributions will turn out to be decisive for a variety of
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observables, we have collected the explicit expressions for s- and

p-shell nuclei in appendix A3.1.

Eq. (3.6) suggests a complete factorization of the QDM into a

nuclear structure (or state-) dependent factor and the elementary

absorption amplitude. It should be stressed that the factorization

only holds for the individual M-substate amplitudes, but in general

not for the unpolarized cross sections. Indeed, if no polarization is

observed, we have to evaluate the incoherent spin sum

- r 2 . M T r i : t a b S
R ^ P ) < ? I L S J ^ < L S J > ^V^^^ (3.8)

( S L )

The most direct way of relating (3.8) back to the formulae for a

free quasi-deuteron, eqs. (2.6)-(2.10), consists in writing (3.8) as

with the effective initial state density matrix, normalized by

ef f
TrPj =1, given by

C e f t = JLLV < P | L S J M X L S J M | P > (3.10)
2J + ]

Expression (3-9) dis 'lays the usual factor which describes the

momentum distribution of the quasi-deuteron. The remaining factor can

be identified as the spin sum appropriate for a free pair, properly

transformed to the c m . frame. However, in general it also depends on

the particular state (L,J) via the density matrix p|

We now want to rewrite (3.10) into the canonical form (2.8), which

will enable us to use the formulae from chapter 2. For spin zero we

simply get, using the addition theorem for spherical harmonics,

ef f
= 6 LJ (3.11)
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get .

| R L ( P ) I 2 J , t ,
I = — 1 _ ^j Tr{t a b st a b s} ( 3 - 1 2 )

which is the kind of factorized expression employed in the simplest

QDM. For spin one we find, after some standard algebra,

t2q(P) =/H (3.13)

where £(L,J) is trivially related to the so-called 2—coefficient

given by

i' i. u
(3.14)

with £=(2£+l) , through

€(L,J) = (- Z'(L1L1; J2)

where the numerical factor is chosen for later convenience.

can be evaluated explicitly, with the result

i a.J,...Jl-<.-.J1.)iS^

Examination of (3.15) shows that, unless L=0, the quasi-deuteron

appears to be tensor-polarized to a degree which depends on L and J

through £(L,J) . Vectorpolarization does not appear, since one cannot

couple (PxP) to a vector. Inspection of (3.16) shows that polariza-

tion effects can be appreciable. Thus, for J=L one gets maximal

alignment, for J=0, L=l even maximal polarization. It is worth noting

that this type of polarization effect is not present in quasi-free

scattering from bound nucleons, since one cannot get alignment with

spin 1/2 constituents. It is a novel feature related to the fact that
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we are dealing with bound spin 1 objects ( Sj pairs), known to play

the dominant role in pion absorption.

In order to write down more explicit cross section formulae, it is

convenient to define I through

where I is given by eqs. (3.9) and (3.11). Now I can be worked out in

terms of the vectors V(S',S) from eq. (2.6). For SQ pairs we find

trivially (cf. eqs. (2.7) and (3.12))

I = iVd.Oir (3.18)

which is proportional to the differential cross section of the

elementary ;rd -+ NN process, cf. eq. (2.15). For Sj pairs, the

corresponding result is (using eqs. (2.8)-{2.10) and (3.9)-(3.15))

|V(0 >l)|
2
+|V(l,l)|

2)-5(L,J){(|P'V(O,l)| 2i|V(I = i.(|V(0>l)|
2
+|V(l,l)|

2)-5(L,J){(|P'V(O,l)|2-i.|V(O,l)!2)

9 (3.19)
2I ( | M < l , l ) | | . r

The first term on the right hand side again yields the unpolarized

cross section, whereas the term multiplying £(L,J) (which is easily

shown to vanish if one integrates over dfip) arises from the

polarization effects. We have now given the general solution to our

tiodel problem, which was the primary aim of this chapter. Already in

this idealized case, we notice a more subtle interplay between the

elementary absorption process and the angular momentum structure of

the transition considered, than has been commonly assumed. We observe

both a state dependence, through £{L,J), very different from the

simple | R £ ( P ) | factor alone, and also a dependence on the direction

oE the recoil momentum P.
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3.B. Explicit results for special cases

In principle, eqs. (3.17) to (3.19) form a full set of cross

section formulae for all cases of interest. For additional insight,

and also in view of later applications, in this section we want to

give explicit expresssions for the spin sum I, in a number of special

cases. The formulae given will be useful either for interpreting the

results of later chapters, or for a more complete development of our

model .

As a first set of specialized formulae, we will work out eqs.

(3.18) and (3.19) in the case that only one amplitude dominates.

Denoting these special cases of I with I ' , we get

I ( 1 ) = n
2 I A A |

2{]+UL,J)P2(q'-P)i

2-r

<i |2

|A4| (3.20)
2 2
l

- d + 3(q '

In these formulae it implicitly asssumed that we are dealing with

isospin combinations to which the mentioned amplitude can contribute,

cf. eq. (2.5). Only for A 2
 a n ambiguity is left, which is covered by

the factor 1/(2-1"), where T' is the isospin of the final 2-nucleon

state.

We now return to the more general case, when no single amplitude

dominates. It is instructive to give expressions for I when we have

integrated over one of the vectors q', ? or ..if, to see what

information is contained in these more inclusive distributions.
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Actual data are often closely related to one of these distributions.

Integrating I over dfip we simply recover the results from eq.

(2.12), since the polarization effects do not survive. This distribu-

tion therefore directly reflects the elementary absorption process.

Integration over ds'iq • is relevant to the distribution do/d(P*<) :

~df- ^2
] "q. = __{ | A 2 | % < ( |AJ +|Af,| ) for 7i-(NN)T3 = +] - np(T = 0) (3.21a)

for 7i (np)T=l - (XN)T3 = ±1 (3.21b)

f- = r.-'l ! A] ! 2 + <2( ! A 3 !
2 + ! A 3 ! 2) - £,(L,J)< 'Pi (<•?)

, , , + O-21C)
C!A 3! -.-JA^I'J) for TI (n;i)T = f' •+ ( NS)T- = ±1

For absorption on S, pairs, eq. (3.21c), we can eliminate the

amplitudes A and rewrite this expression using the total absorption

cross sections for a deuteron in a definite M substate o^, which were

introduced in eq. (2.22). We find

0 + 2 1-g(L,J)-(o0-o])P2(F'K)) (3.22)

Ue notice that for the important special case of a dominant A3

amplitude, the predicted P-< dependence is very weak :

d 0 (3.23)

These distributions are relevant for the experimental recoil angle

distributions, since PR'k=-p. ic+O(a:/M) .

Finally, integration over dfl̂  yields the distribution in P-q'=cos9,

where the angle 6 has been introduced for stopped pions some time

ago ). The expressions in this case are

Ŝ  ^ n o o o +
— - = — { |A2r + < ( |A4r+|A6r) for n-(NN)T3 = +l -np(T=0)(3.24a)
in 2
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- d « < 2 , . , 2
i~ir ~ 2 f o r " ' " P ) T = 1 •* ( * N ) T 3 = ± 1 ( 3 . 2 4 b )

j d " < = H ^ { | A | 2
+ < 2 { | A | 2 + , A | 2 ) + C ( L J ) p ( f . - , )

( 3 . 2 4 c )

) f o r 7T ( n p ) T = 0 - * - ( N N ) T 3 = - l

where we have neglected w/M corrections. Comparing (3.24c) to eq.

(2.23) we get an expression closely analogue to eq. (3.22), but now

the production cross sections for polarized deuterons oM enter :

d a _ (q' ^ ° 0
 + 2°i_r([ _ jjlfnp-.T! )P2fcosfi)l (3.25)

dcos6 <2 ' 3 3

These expressions will be important for our work in stopped pions

in the next section, where we will examine eq. (3.24) more closely.

3.C. The absorption of stopped pions

3.C.1. Application of the PWIA to stopped pions

In the case of absorption of stopped n out of an atomic orbit,

the pion momentum vector k appearing in the previous PWIA expressions

is undefined. This necessitates some minor modifications of the

formalism. If we denote the pion Coulomb bound-state wavefunctions by

-, , eq. (3.5) has to be replaced by

-!.!' < q ' I t a b a l q - O
(2TI) ^ ^ (3.26)

<P'-k|LSJM><k|il>jm>

Since the atomic wavefunction has only very small Fourier compo-

nents on the nuclear physics scale, we shall work to leading order in

£. We also neglect the non-static m/2M correction in the relation

between £ and 1c, eq (3.3). For light pionic atoms, it is sufficient

to consider absorption out of the Is- and 2p-orbits. For the
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IE-level, we simply obtain

"Pi -P2 f Tab !

(3.27)

Thus, in the static, long wavelength limit, only s-absorption

contributes. For the 2p-level, we pick up two terms linear in k,

p-wave absorption with k=0 in the recoil wavefunction, and e-wave

absorption with the terra linear in k from the recoil wavefunction.

The latter process contributes because the t-"deuteron" and r-nucleus

relative angular momentum are not the same. In order to keep the

present study transparent, we neglect this effect here. This approxi-

mation should be adequate for light nuclei where indeed the 2p-widths

are mainly determined by p-wave absorption. We then get

3k Jk=O

' |LSJM>- -i^lm()

The sum over the unobserved magnetic quantumnumbers of the pionic

atom orbit yields

= i-W-W I J j ( r = 0) I

(3.29)

This is the same as taking the PWIA (to order k), averaging over

the direction of the incoming pion and replacing k by |ii'i(r=0)| . To

facilitate comparison with ls-orbit absorption, we pull out the

factor | <IJ (r=0)| from eq. (3.29). Then, the effective pion momentum

to be used in the (angular averaged) PWIA is given by

32 a0 (3.30)
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Typical numerical values are <eff = 350 keV/c for 4He and 1.44

HeV/c for 1 6 0 .

These considerations allow us to simply read off the results for

absorption out off s- and p-orbits from eqs. (3.24). Defining a

factor F and an angle 6 by

ft 2

F - | R L C p t ) | n2U'ls(O)l
2 . cos9 = q'-P1 (3.31)

)

we get for absorption from the ls-orbit

, ? (* for t (np)->nn
J S 0 pair : 1 = F[A2| *

for-n(pp)-*n;i (3.32)

S] pair : 3 = F|Aj T( 1 + 4(L,J)P,(cos6))

where £(L,J) has been given in eq. (3.16). For absorption from the

2p-level, the corresponding results are

1 ] 2 2 2 —
So pair : I = —F < e f f ( I A 4, [ +|A&| ) for n (pp)-*np

3 S ! pair : I = F<e
2
f f ( | A3 |

 2+| A5 |
 2-5( L , J )P2 ( cosS) (3.33)

( |A5|
2+ 2/2Re(A3.4*)))

and a vanishing result for a T=l np pair. The results (3.31)-(3 . 33)

allow to relate the experimental (coincidence) observables to the

basic coupling constants of the QDM in closed form. This will be the

subject of the next two subsections. Here, we can already draw some

conclusions regarding the dependence on the parameters A . If one

does not measure any polarization (which is the case for all

coincidence experiments to date), the 6 complex amplitudes we started

with only enter in 5 real bilinear forms. The 4 parameters |Aj| ,

2 2 2 2 2

)A2 1 » jA31 +IA5I and |A4) +jA(j| are equivalent to the total s- and

p-wave absorption rates for 'Sg and Sj quasideuterons. The 5-th

parameter, |A5| +2/2ReA-jA5 , only appears in the Sj case if none of

the 3 angular momenta involved (i.e. Ti-deuteron, ir-nucleus and
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deuteron-nucleus) vanishes. This particular combination arises from

the analyzing power of a tensor-polarized deuteron, if one averages

over the direction of the incoming pion. Considering that 2 out of

these 5 parameters can be eliminated with the help of the Is- and

2p-level widths, we conclude that our parajnetrization is very

economical, provided the initial assumption about the dominance of NN

s-pairs is justified.

3.C.2. Distributions in the "natural" variables P and q'

From the point of view of the QDM, the "natural" kinematical

variables are < and q', related to the Ti-deuteron c m . frame, and P,

the initial momentum of the deuteron (cf. eqs. 3.1-3.3). In the

stopped pion limit, only 3 scalar variables remain (q1, P and

cos6=q'*P), where q" can be eliminated rising energy conservation, for

a given transition. The remaining issues in coincidence experiments

are therefore distributions in P (or the recoil momentum of the

residual nucleus, since P'=P), and the so-called 8-distributions .

The (exclusive) differential width for unpolarized measurements is

given by

3 , 3 ,

dr = 2"6(Ef-E,) I-U! !* (? = ?') (3.34)
1 I 1 I I O "3

( 2TT ) J (2T)

where I stands for one of the spin sums, eqs. (3.31)-(3.34), and

E i = 2M+m , Ef = P
l2/4M + q'2/M + 2M (3.35)

Performing the q' integration we find

dr
LL-.J-'^JL-l (3.36)

dPdcos8 v! (2n)3
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where

(M(Ei-P
2/4M))1/2

and v the number of identical particles in the final state, i.e. 1 or

2. Upon inserting I from eqs. (3.31)-(3.34) into (3.36), we recover

the well-known fact that the P-dependence is mainly determined by the

R 2
initial deuteron momentum distribution,|R^(P)| (cf. appendix A3.1 for

explicit formulae). After dividing out the phase-space factor, one

expects a p2^_ dependence for small P. Additional P-dependence can

in principle arise through the q'- and E-dependence of the amplitudes

Aj, cf. egs. (3.3) and (3.22). This effect is expected to be weak on

the following grounds : as P varies, for instance, from 0 to

300 MeV/c, q' only changes from 360 to 330 MeV/c, and E r e J by

=15 MeV. Thus, barring exceptional circumstances (strong energy

dependence, very long range in coordinate space), this cannot

significantly alter the recoil momentum distributions.

The 6-dependence of the coincident rates arises in our model

exclusively from the tensorpolarization acquired by the Sj pairs

bound in a state with L^0. Here, nuclear structure and the elementary

absorption dynamics are entangled in an intricate way. For illustra-

tive purposes, we work out 2 simple cases in detail: s-absorption,

and p-absorption via the dominant amplitude A5. In both cases, only

one amplitude is involved so that the e-distributions become purely

geometrical, as listed in table 1. We notice strong anisotropies

which critically depend on the state (L,J) and the pion angular

momentum. This contradicts claims by Bassalleck et al. ), according

to which the QDM yields isotropic 6-distributions under rather

general conditions (which are met here). In our opinion, the authors

of ref. 3 have not properly taken into account the spin of the

absorbing pair, so that their theorem only holds in the spin singlet

case. There, we also get isotropic 6-distributions.



Tl
J

1+(L=O)

0"

1"

2'

1+(L=2)

2 +

3 +

S-orbit: Aj

1

1-u

1 + u

1-1/7 u

1-3/5 u

1+u

1-1/5 u

P-orbit: A 5

1

l+3u

1-3/5 u

1+3/19 u

1 + u

1-3/5 u

1+3/13 u

Table 1. 6-distributions for a spin triplet pair with

quantumnumbers (LJ), for absorption through Aj or Ac,

respectively (u=cos~6>).

Summarizing, we have found that the "recoil distributions" are not

likely to add extra information about the elementary absorption

operator, beyond that contained in the total absorption rates. The

6-distributions for spin triplet pairs are in principle sensitive to

the ratio of the p-wave amplitudes A3 and A5. However, since they are

polarization quantities, one has to be cautious about our schematic

calculation. Indeed, we shall see later that the anisotropic e~dis-

tributions are strongly affected by distortion effects. Besides, due

to their sensitive dependence on the nuclear state and the pionic

orbit, they are only informative if very high resolution experiments

are done. Realistically, this leaves us with only 4 real parameters,

corresponding to two total rates and two isospin ratios (for s- and

p-wave pions) . This is very little, considering the variety of

coincident distributions which can be measured. Note that these

important limitations get out of sight if one employs microscopic

"rescattering models" with many different ingredients ), e.g. form

factors, p-exchange, short range correlations, etc. Clearly, pionic

atom experiments are not the appropriate testing ground for such
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detailed dynamics.

3.C.3. Opening angle- and energy sharing distributions

Experimentally, it is easier to measure Xinematical distributions

in the LAB-variables Pj,P2» rather than the "natural" QDM distribu-

tions of the preceding section. Therefore, one often encounters

"opening angle" (cosu)=P] #p2) and "energy sharing" (Ej ' or E2 ' )

distributions. In order to relate these to our simple model, we have

to replace eq. (3.36) by

df 1 2M2

dEjdcosw v! (

with

P1P21 (3.37)

p] = (2ME]')1/2 , P2 = (2M(m-Ej))
1/2

The spin sum I has been given as function of cos9 and P before,

cf. eqs. (3.31)-(3.33). It can be converted to the LAB-variables

Ej 1, - with the help of the relations

2E,'-m
ccs6 =

2 ' ' 2 1/2
(m -4E](m-Ei )cos u>) (3.38)

P = 2M(m+2(Ej(m-E1)) cosu)

In the case L=0 (L: deuteron-residual nucleus relative angular

momentum), the I's depend only on one variable, P. Therefore, if one

divides (3.37) by the phasespace factor, one gets a "scaling"

behaviour: the opening angle- and energy sharing distributions are

just two different ways of looking at the same function. Useful

analytical formulae can be obtained in the Gaussian approximation

(3.39)
2 -aP /2M
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of the momentum distribution. Then, integrating (3.37) over dcosw

yields the energy-sharing distribution

i ^ - pjpjdcoso, e
dEl 1 (3.40)

10
an expression which has been given before ) . If we integrate over

dEj1 instead, we get the approximate opening angle distribution

d E i
d c OSL'

j
0 (3.41)

with

n = 2ME(-2Bcosu.')

where we have used the saddle point method to evaluate the integral.

Eqs. (3.40) and (3.41) are convenient for a quicX estimate of the

width of these various distributions in terms of the nuclear Fermi

motion.

For states with L.̂ 0, the 8-dependence discussed in sect. 3.C.I

I induces additional Ej'- and cosu dependences, cf. eq. (3.38), which

' destroy the simple "scaling" behaviour. The most sensitive observable

seems to be the energy distribution at a fixed opening angle

{4 180°). Here, one gets different predictions for states with the

same L, but different J (e.g. l+,2+ and 34 L=2 states for 2 p-shell

nucleons). Such effects are not expected from the point of view of

the simple, "factorized" QDM, and can be traced back to polarization

effects as discussed above. The J-dependence is less conspicuous here

than for the ©-distributions of table 1.
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Appendix A3.1 Two nucleon c m . wavefunctions

Here, we collect the expressions for the R^(P), with 8=(njl,n2l2),

as defined by eq. (3.4), for all cases relevant to pairs in relative

s-states in p-shell nuclei. In the 0-range limit, setting f(q)=l in

eq. (3.4), we get

(A3.1.1)

U3.1.2)

( A 3.1.3,

(A3.1.4)

The R^iP) are normalized as follows:

Here, ij>̂ e (r) i s the coordinate space relat ive wavefunction normali-

zed to 1, i . e .

l C o < O ) | 2 - l l C i ( 0 ) | 2 = ( 2 , b 2 ) - 3 / 2 (A3.1.6)

Nn in eq. (A3.1.5) denotes the number of s-pairs with main quantum-

number n. NQ is 1 for a pair of s-nucleons and 1/2 for sp- or

pp-pairs. Nj is 1/2 for pp-pairs with L=0, and 0 otherwise. This

yields an effective density of (2-nb J'^'^for all pairs except the

pp-pairs with L=0, where the density is larger by a factor 5/4.

It remains to show that the finite range effects are indeed 6mall

enough to be neglected for the present purposes. Since in p-shell

nuclei only relative n=0 and n=l states contribute, where n=l occurs

only for RQ (P)» the finite range effects can be specified by two

numbers £Q and fj, given by
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(A3.1.7)

It is easy to see that f0 can be taken out as an overall factor,

and be absorbed in the Aj's. Then the only effect is a change in

RQ ' , which becomes

(0101 ) v^-/l b2p2, -b2P2/4
R0 = V M 2 T ( — — - y - ) e (A3.1.8)

For a Gaussian formfactor

2 2

f(q) = c a" q (A3.1.9)

with aq the range of the formfactor. For a<,/b=.35 (implying a

moderate range of ^.6 fm) we get fj/fQ=.89. The finite range effects

are thus expected to be quite small.
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C H A P T E R I V

DWIA TREATMENT OF THE At**,NN)(A-2) REACTION

In this chapter we want to develop in detail our DWIA treatment of

the A(TT ,NN)(A-2) reaction. In Sect. A we will present the formal

derivation of the cross section formulae. In Sect. B we will give the

physical motivation for the various approximations made in thi6

derivation, while in Sect. C we show how we can extend cur calcula-

tions to cover more inclusive reaction modes. Finally, Sect. D

contains a discussion of some calculational details, in particular

the input parameters used in the calculation.

4.A. Formal aspects of the DWIA approach

The goal of this section is to derive a partial-wave decomposed

expression for the DWIA triple differential cross section of the

A(rr ,NN){A-2) reaction. We will present explicitly only the formulae

which have been used in the numerical work to follow. Some refine-

ments which are less important from a practical point of view have

been deferred to the appendices of this chapter.

Direct reaction theory, of which our calculation is an example, is

a well-established branch of nuclear reaction theory, and therefore

most of the techniques used here are fairly standard ). Still, the

three body final state and the use of a transition operator which ie

most conveniently formulated in p-space, give rise to some specific

problems. Although our treatment of the (nt,NN) reaction is similar

to previous work ' ), there are many differences in the details, as

will be discussed in the following.
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Our starting point is the matrix element for the A(rr1,NN)B

reaction, where A 16 the target nucleus and B* the residual nucleus

in the ground or some excited state. That is, we need

M = <4 (" )(B*,N 1.N 2)iT a b sl*
( + )(A.")> (4.1)

To rewrite this matrix element in a form amenable to a numerical

effort requires several distinct steps. First, we want to use

realistic phenomenological n-nucleus and N-nucleus optical potentials

to describe the initial- and final state interactions, so we have to

re-express (4.1) in terms of single particle distorted wavefunctions.

Especially in the final state, this requires some care. Secondly, we

must project out the 2- particle wavefunctions from the target ground

state wavefunction, BO that we can use the absorption operator

introduced in chapter 2. Finally, for computational reasons, we shall

make a partial wave decomposition of the expression.

4.A.I. Kinematical considerations

In this subsection we want to discuss the kinematics of the (T,NN)

coincidence reaction with particular emphasis on recoil corrections.

Some approximation is necessary here if one wishes to use realistic

phenomenological optical potentials, fitted to elastic scattering.

Our treatment of the kinematics is based on the work by Chant, Roos

and Rees ~ ) . The treatment of the initial (two-body) state is

completely standard. Let's write the initial state Hamiltonian as

Hj- T A t l ^ V , , ^ ^ ' ) ( 4. 2 )

Here, T^ and TA are the kinetic energy operators, V^A is the

optical potential between the pion and the target nucleus and H^ln

is the internal Hamiltonian of the nucleus A. We now introduce c m .
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and relative coordinates through

Pi= PTT + PA t.= ^

(4.3)

Then, eq. (4.2) can be written as

Hi = Trel("7iA)+Tcm(^i) +
 v("TrA>+HAlnt) (4.4)

where

T , - 1

Suppressing the internal coordinates of nucleus A, we can now give a

factorized form for *' + ' (TT ,A)

where nv (rnA) can be obtained by solving

(4.6)
with 2

5

By analogy to eq. (4.2), we can write in the final state

» f T B +T 1 +T 2 +V I 2 +V 1 B +V 2 B +H^
i n t ) (4.7)

Since we use an effective operator, we can set Vi2^0. We shall

come back to this point in Sect. B. For the description of the final

state we now introduce the following momenta and conjugate coordi-

nates (compare ref. )
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h r j +ni 2 r 2

„ - . . . r _ (4.8)

_• (irig+m j ) p 2~ m2 ( PB"*" P1 ̂  -*• -*• •*

P2B= r2B= r2"rB
MT

where MT=mj+m2+mg. Using these variables, we get

,B(r2B)+
(4.9)

(4.10)

The operator T c o u p prohibits the factorization of the final state

wavefunction

Such a separable form would obviously be very useful for practical

purposes. If however, we replace the operator T c o by its asymptotic

value (pj»p2 )/Mg and treat it as a c-number, we are allowed to use a

form like (4.11). Now, we can calculate 4>J (?ig) a n^ *N »^2B ^ from
i 2.

(suppressing spin and isospin)

] T . , n i \ ' . . r> } C : i i > ( f . c ) = C ' t v ( T - I D )
I\ i D I \ i D ' ' i 1 t i 2 ftv J . D

( 4 . 1 2 )

W i t h r . =

With this choice of c^, we have

so that the recoil correction is taken into account, at least
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Xinematically.

inserting (4.5) and (4.11) into (4.1), we obtain

M «<*(-)(B.N2.N2)|Ta (4.14;

which is the separable form desired. We notice that in the c m .

frame, our choice of kinematics gives Piu^Pi' ?2B=^2 a n d ^ A=^ •

which is quite natural since the initial state is a two-body state

and the three-body final state has been factorized by ignoring the

dynamical coupling V^j and approximating the kinematical coupling

Tco as a correctionterm to the energy. This means that we get the

correct asymptotic momenta, and therefore the PW1A limit is exactly

reproduced.

Eq. (4.14) provides the starting point for the following discus-

sion. It involves two basic approximations: the use of the DWIA and

the factorization of the final state. The assumptions underlying the

DWIA approach are an intrinsic part of what we define as "quasi-deu-

teron mechanism". The treatment of the final state interactions on

the other hand is done in an approximate manner for technical reasons

alone, and could be improved in principle.

4.A.2. Introducing nuclear structure

First, let's write out eq. (4.14) with a full set of quantumnvun-

bers,

M = <JBMBTBTlaBpl
(-)4viiTip^(-)iv^Tj| Tabs(Ei-Ef ) | k J

+>

(4.15)

where |P- iv^x]* is the outgoing distorted wavefunction for

nucleon i, with asymptotic momentum p^, magnetic spin quantumnumber
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v] and third component of the isospin tj. |kn lc> is the distorted

incoming pion wavefunction of asymptotic momentum k^ and charge c.

JA.
 MA< T A a n d TA a r e a n 9 u l a r momentum and its projection, isospin

and its third component respectively, for nucleus A. (JBMBTBTB) has

similar meaning for nucleus B. One may interpret aR as the

excitation energy. Since our aim is to recover the TTNN •* NN matrix

element from (4.15), we write

JT6
(4.16)

where B=(nj1jn^l2)> JTg is a normalization constant and

<JT6JgToaQ|]JATA> the so-called 2-particle isospin coefficient of

fractional parentage (in short 2-c.f.p.). The tensor product refers

to both angular momentum and isospin. The numbersXg give the total

number of nucleon pairs, e.g. for p—shell nuclei

< • ] -
6 B = (0000)

A(A-4) 6 = (0100) orB= (0001) (4.17)
(A-4K.A-5) = (0101)

We can now use that the DWBA matrix element (4.15) is diagonal in

the degrees of freedom of particle 3,....,A and write out the tensor

product in full, obtaining

(4.18)

|j2)JTJBTBaB|}JATA><JAHA|jBMBJH><TATA|TBTBTT
3>

As we have seen in previous chapters, the main variation of the

T-matrix element is expected to be given by |RL(P)| . Hence it is

more useful to have the matrix element for a L-S coupled pair. We

therefore use the standard relation (cf. e.g. ref. ), p.206-206)



| 8 ( J 1 J 2 ) J M , T >

*

t I
LS nSLjCZ

(4.19)
]

* 2 * J2T C l - ( - ) S + T + l l ) M L ( n ) W C ; n i l 1 n 2 l 2 ) [ [ | n i l > x | j r C > ] L x XSJJM
L S J )

Here and in the following J=(2J+1) . The coefficients

ML(n^J<*C;njl|n2l2) are the Moshinsky brackets ), xs i s t n e two-nu-

cleon spin wavefunction, while (n£) and (XC) denote the harmonic

oscillator quantumnumbers for relative and cm. motion of the pair

respectively. In table 1 we give all non-zero MoshinsXy brackets

relevant for p-shell nuclei. We now define 2-c . f .p . 's in L-S coupling

through

I
J1J2

0 1 -i

1 * ^ 1
i2 i J2
L S J

(4.20)

_)! ( J 1 J 2 ) J T 6 J B T B a B| } j Ar A>

where the factor under the square root results from antisyrometriza-

tion. We can now re-express (4.18) as

n

0

0

0

0

0

S.

0

1

0

1

0

Jf

0

0

1

0

0

c
0

0

0

1

2

n l

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

n 2

0

0

0

0

0

12

0

1

1

1

1

L

0

1

0

1

2

ML

I

i / 2

i /2

1

i / 2

Table 1. Non-zero Moshinsky brackets relevant

to p-shell nuclei. Moshin'sky brackets with

n1l1/n2l2
 a n d / o r nt/JfC interchanged can be

found by applying the symmetry rules ).
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M " JHTT3B nUjfC / ~i 7 MLCn*Jtt; n j 1 j n2l2>

<JBMBJM|JAMA><TBTBTT
3|TATj^<US)JMT6JBTBaB|)JATA>

For J£+S+T=even, we get M=0, as a consequence of the Pauli principle.

In eq. (4.21) we have now reached our goal of recovering the

TNN-i-NN matrix element. From this expression, we can infer that

nuclear structure enters the calculation in three distinct places:

the 2-c.f.p.'s, the pair wavefunction (nWC)L, which still depends on

the harmonic oscillator parameter, and the energy argument Ef-Ei, in

which the excitation energy of the residual nucleus enters. In the

following subsection, we will proceed with the derivation, starting

from TJJ defined by

Tfi = Jrc ML<"^C;n]i1n2i2)

<pi(-^(-^viiv2iT;ilJ|Tabs(Ei-Ef)| Cn£JTC)JMTT3k
(
7I
+)c> (4.22)

The relation between M and Tfi can be easily read off from eqs.

(4.21) and (4.22).

4.A.3. The DWIA matrix element in r-space

Since our absorption operator is most conveniently written down in

momentum space, cf. eq. (2.2), we will start off from an explicit

expression for T ^ in Jt-space in the c m . frame.
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r fd3*,' d 3 < 2 i3<1, d 3 p , d 3 p 2
( 2 T I )

(4.23)

Here, Y=(A-2)/A, pj and p2 are the initial nucleon momenta relative

to the core and <=<n—e(<j+<2^'
 w i t n E=u/(2M+to)/ is the pion nucleus

relative momentum.

In order to simplify eq. (4.23), we now introduce three assump-

tions. We leave it to the appendices to this chapter to show how to

proceed without these assumptions. In this section, we are only

interested in the formal implications and we postpone a discussion of

the physical meaning and range of validity to Sect. 4.B.

First, we assume that the parameters T a b s depend on the pion

momentum only via a threshold factor K 7r. Secondly, we replace the
+ •*

variable q' by its asymptotic value qas. This approximation we will

call factorization of the DWIA integral in the nucleon coordinates.

Finally, we neglect the spin-dependent terms in the nucleon-nucleus

optical potential, thereby achieving a complete separation of the

spatial and spin part of the matrix element (4.23). •

These three assumptions allow us to recast (4.23) into a much

simpler form:
T f i

T

3<1 d 3 < | d 3 ^ d 3
P l d 3 p 2

(2TT)3 (2TT)3 (2TT)3 (2TT)3 (2TI)3

(-)|?i><P2(-)|

)]KlxV£(O]KQ<PlP2l<nS-N'«LL2:> (4.24)
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Here, we have defined D£m(<)=ic ¥fcni(iO» we have parametrized the

q-dependence of Tabs by f(q) and we have introduced new strength

parameters T a b s according to Tabsic
 rf(q) = T b

We may write eq. (4.24) more concisely by defining the following

c m . pai r wavefunctions

>f (q)Y£n](q)

(4.25)

J-m C C Z|LLZ><?|SCCZ>

Note that these pair wavefunctions <p|6CCz> are not the usual

harmonic oscillator c m . wavefunctions, but rather the functions
R *

R(- (P)YcCz(
p)' written out in appendix A3.1.

Next, we define T^i by

d3<j [d3K2

Combining (4.24) to (4.26) we have

Tfi = U ) <^i^2lflc(To-Ta

<SSZLLZ| JM>(-)
Q l <
mi.v m m

Tlbs((a},q;s)y£.q.m.£^(q;s)cJz(-)
m<Jl-n,CCz|LLz>Tfi (4.27)

Finally, for •"£„£„ (̂ ) appearing in eq. (4.26) we write to first

order in e =<*:•/(2M+u>)

This is still exact for the cases of interest here (£,,-1). There, we

have
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To complete the derivation of a workable expression for the DWIA

matrix element, we still have to make a partial wave decomposition of

(4.26) with Do o (<) replaced byDx'r'CSJ W**•*)• This object will

be called T f i.

Let us first transform eq. (4.26) to coordinate space, since we

are generating our distorted waves in this representation- Moreover,

converting to r-space drastically reduces the number of integrations.

First we define differential operators D^. r i by

DA.r-(r) e
iir*? = •MA.r.(k.e

iit'7 (4.30)

Using this definition, we get for Tj i, after partial integration

_ f , f-1* •+ (-1* •+ f •+ (4) + 1 8 +

T f i = d3R*J-' ( R ) * ^ ' (R)[DA-rl(YR)4/(TR)Ji'CCz(
R) (4.31)

For A'=0, eg. (4.31) is equivalent to the so-called "distorted

momentum distribution" of ref. ).

i At this point it is instructive to see how the PWIA limit can be

1 (")* - ip'-R

j recovered . In this limit , we simply have <\>-i\ (R) = e *i n and

W (•yR)=e 1 •"* > which yields

£A.r.(TTR) e -iVk,,-* _ T, r r,(^) e -i^ T-« (_ j ̂  (4-32)

Therefore, eq. (4.31) simply reduces to

T f i " = *CCz(Pd*c) (4.33)

where * is the Fouriertransform of * and Pd*c is the relative

momentum of the quasideuteron with respect to the core, which in the

c-m. frame can be calculated according to pj*(
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4.A.4. Partial wave decomposition of the matrix element

In principle, eq. (4.31) could be used as a starting point for

numerical work (cf. ref. )), and indeed has been used as such for

testing purposes. However, it proved more convenient to make a

partial wave decomposition of this 3-diraensional integrand, which

enables us to perform the angular integrations analytically.

First, we define the partial wave series for ^' (5) as

and analogous expressions for ijj-f̂  (R) and \\>^ (1$) . The result of

* "*• ( + ) • * •

letting the differential operator D^f
r'(YR) act on tyf (yR) is

K TT

'u'>—(<!' | |6A'(YR)| |O)

a (4.35)

where ga (k^YR) is the radial part of ilijf (YR) / analogous to

f{ (pi,R) for the nucleons. In our conventions f„v -fn •

Writing

« - S
*P~ (R) = Ycr (R)R(;(R) (4.36)

L L 2 Z

we arrive at the following expression, used in the actual calcula-

tions . . . .

- C 2Y '

C "' "I f d R R 2 f ( - ) * ( P l R ) f ^ 7 ) * ( p
(a Y ' A'J J *•' Pl> £'

In practice, we have also often used one further approximation, in

which we have also factorized the DWIA integral in the pion
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coordinate. In the following we shall call this the "factorized

approximation", as opposed to eg. (4.37) which will be referred to as

the non-factorieed approach. Factorizing in the pion coordinate can

best be introduced in eq. (4.27) which can now be written as

<SS7LL7| JM>(-)Q
E<K'Q-in £m|KQ>Tabs({a),qas)

fYt >{q'c)
xVf._(<«s)]x'O-mrr <--^m<i- ~ a Z Z z I LL Z>? f j

^ (4.38)

where

Partial wave decomposition of T^.ac ' gives

(4.39)

which is considerably simpler than its non-factorized counterpart,

eq. (4.37). This completes the derivation of the explicit expressions

for the DWIA absorption matrix elements.

4.A.5. Cross section formulae

We write the differential cross section for the in-flight

A("1,NN)B reaction in the c m . frame, using relativistic kinematics

for the nucleons and the pion, as

do = (2") L

(4.40)
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where 7

k*
. E. = u + mA +

A 2»A

Ef = mB + -JL + (pj'>Mf)
5 + (P2 +M2)*

with M1 the mass of the nucleon i, v the number of identical nucleons

in the final state and mB = mB + EB • W e c a n eliminate the 6-functions

to give the triple differential cross section

d 0 . 7, 1 "EJE2PJP2 3 j. , ,2. 7 , j , ,
3k+l kTx E k . , p V J V A M , (4 .41)

i+_(i-Tk1t-p2+4prP2)
 ] 2 A

mB P2 P2

Note that the dependence on one of the azimuthal angles is trivial.

Eq. (4.41) refers to the c m . frame, but we need it in the

lab-frame in order to compare with experiments. We therefore use

flux conversation to write

fi£__| . J

where

(4.42)

In eq. (4.42) we have ignored minor reiativistic and 3-body correc-

tions in the Jacobian.

4.A.6. DWIA formalism of stopped pion absorption

We want to complete this technical part by pointing out the

modifications required to treat the absorption of stopped pions. We

shall simply point out the changes required in the formulae given in

Sects. 4.A.I to 4.A.5. In all kinematical relations occurring in
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these sections, one may Bet the pion momentum to zero, since it is

very small relative to the other momenta involved.

Eq. (4.6) becomes

,m0( * nA ) (4.43)

where cn „ is the bound state energy of the pion in the Coulomb

orbit (n o£ o), shifted by the strong interaction. In all formulae up

to eq. (4.31) we now simply replace ri^+ (r^) by n ^ ^ (r^) .

The partial wave decomposition of section 4.A.4 simplifies some-

what, since the pionic wavefunction now has a definite orbital

angular momentum. This removes one summation. Also, to a very good

approximation, one may drop the factor y: since g » oR ° approxima-
noxo

tely, for both S-wave absorption from a s-orbit and P-wave absorption

from a p-orbit, the only two processes which we will calculate, the

factor y cancels out. Clearly, the factorized expression (4.39) i6 no

longer applicable, since one cannot define the asymptotic pion

momentum.

Finally, the cross section formula (4.40) may be used as an

expression for the differential absorption rate, provided we remove

the fluxfactor l/vrei and sum over the orbital magnetic quantumnumber

m0. Due to the spherical symmetry of the process, the resulting

expression depends only on one angle in a non-trivial way. The

c.m.-to-lab frame conversion becomes superfluous, because these two

systems coincide for stopped pions.

4.B Discussion of the major approximations

In the preceding section we have derived a set of expressions,

which enables us to compute the triple differential cross section of

+ *
the A(ir~,NN) (A-2) reaction in a DWIA. In the process, we have made a
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number of approximations, whose validity was left open. It is the

purpose of this section to provide arguments for the physical

soundness of our approach.

By starting from a DWBA expression, we make the specific assump-

tion that the (n,NN) coincidence reaction can be understood as a

direct one-step process. Only a detailed comparison between DWIA

calculations and experiment can tell us how reasonable this assump-

tion is, and this is indeed one of the motivations for the present

work. We must be aware that even if the bulk of the exclusive (n,NN)

cross section is indeed covered by the QDM, it may still be that in

specific regions of phasespace, or for certain states of the residual

nucleus, other mechanisms are important.

Our treatment of the 3-body final state (compare subsection 4.A.2)

ignores the dynamical coupling between the nucleon6 through the

potential VJJ- and approximates the kinematical coupling through the

operator T
c o u p (cf. eq. (4.6)). It should be stressed that setting

Vj2£0 does not mean that we have no nucleon-nucleon interaction in

the final state, but rather that it is asssumed to be effectively

included in our parametrization of the in—medium 7TNN •• NN transition

operator. At the level of the free 7rd-<• NN reaction, this does not

represent any approximation at all. For absorption in a complex

nucleus, we have implicitly assumed that all medium corrections can

be accounted for by a renormalization of the free nNN •+ NN partial

wave amplitudes. A similar strategy has been adopted in the 3-body

final state calculations of ref. ). Our asymptotic treatment of the

operator TCOL,p, introduces an error of the order 2/(A-2) in the

12
distortion effects, which should be rather safe for nuclei like C

and 1 6 0 . Indeed, for the (p,2p) reaction on * 2C, Lim and McCarthy 7)

have compared an approximation on the same level to a calculation in

which TC0Up was simply neglected, and found only small effects.



Therefore, corrections to the approximation used should be very small

indeed•

In subsection 4.A.3 we have used three assumptions to simplify the

formalism. First, we have assumed that the dependence on the pion

momentum is dominated by the threshold form factor < ". This is of

course the same assumption which, in the scattering case, leads to
a

the MSU-type ) optical potential for low-energy pions. Finite range

formfactors can in principle be taken into account, along the lines

sketched in appendix A.4.1. However, in view of our phenomenological

approach and the small range of K covered by any set of experiments

at a given pion energy, we do not feel that such an effort is

worthwhile at present.

The factorization in the nucleon momenta, our second approxima-

tion, consists in evaluating Yjj'(q') at the asymptotic value of q1,

so that this angular dependence can be taken outside the DWIA

integral. Also, we ignore a possible q'-dependence of the partial

wave amplitudes. One can estimate the increase in q1 due to the real

part of the optical potential (̂ -20 MeV) to be of the order of 10%,

for 60 MeV pions. This would seem to rule out drastic errors caused

by the factorization. Furthermore, one must realize that, since the

change in q' is roughly constant at a given incident energy, the

major part of the q'-dependence can be included in the K-dependence.

Moreover, from a pragmatic point of view, an elaborate treatment

would make little sense as long as no definite prediction for the

dependence of the absorption operator on q' is available. In the

absence of such a model, we cannot really test the factorization. As

more systematic and accurate data become available, one may have to

reconsider this attitude.

Quite apart from the factorization, ignoring the q'-dependence of

the partial wave amplitudes also represents an approximation when we
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consider transitions to residual states with different excitation

energies. In p-shell nuclei, only for absorption on pairs involving

s-shell nucleons, the change in q1 (compared to the ground state

transition) can be of the order of 10%. Now, there is no way to

include this q'-dependence in the dependence on the incident energy.

Since, both experimentally and theoretically, knowledge of such

deeply bound states is very meagre, we do not consider this

approximation to be a major problem.

The third approximation made in 4.A.3 was to ignore the spin-

dependent terms in the nucleon-nucleus optical potential. Actually,

in realistic phemonenological nucleon-nucleus optical potentials a
•+ -*•

sizeable L-S term is present. Usually, this tenn has only a minor

influence on unpolarized quantities, but, since our unpolarized cross

section shows effects of the tensorpolarization of the absorbing

pair, one might expect some sensitivity to the spin-orbit potential.

Therefore, using the formulae from appendix A4.3 (in a factorized

approximation), we have explicitly taken the L»5-term in the nucleon

final state interactions along. In all cases tested, covering an

adequate range of kinematics and different states, the effect was of

the order of a few %. In view of these results and the significant

increase in computation time required by the expressions of the

appendix A4.3 as compared to eq. (4.37), we have neglected spin-orbit

effects in the final calculations.

It is clear that our calculations will be most reliable in the

vicinity of quasi-free kinematics. As soon as the momentum mismatch

gets large, all the deficiencies of our simple model will be

amplified. On the other hand, we cannot expect the QDM to be the only

physical process in regions of phasespace where it is strongly

suppressed. Therefore discrepancies with the data in these regions

should not come aj a surprise.
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In this section we have only considered those approximations which

played a role in the formalism. The input to the calculations (e.g.

the optical potentials, 2-c.f.p.'8 and bound state wavefunctions)

introduces further uncertainties. They will be the subject of Sect.

4.D.

4.C Extension ..o more inclusive reactions

Up to this point in this chapter, we have only considered the

exclusive A(TT,NN)(A-2) reaction. For stopped pion absorption, we

have also calculated more inclusive observables, e.g. one-arm neutron

spectra and total absorption rates, which are not usually considered

in a DW1A scheme. We believe we can make a contribution here as well,

using the following considerations.

If only one nucleon is observed, we have to integrate over the

momenta of the other emitted nucleon. Clearly, it would be wrong to

use the full optical potential for the unobserved nucleon as in the

exclusive case, since the flux removed corresponds to physical

processes which contribute to the one-arm spectra. Within the context

of a DW1A scheme, there is no formally satisfactory procedure for the

computation of these inclusive 6pectra. Nevertheless, we follow the

common practice of inclusive (e,e') calculations and keep only the

real part of V t for the unobserved nucleon. The observed particle

on the other hand is subjected to the full complex optical potential.

This plausible "recipe" is rather successful in (e,e*) calculations
o
). Another procedure which might be considered is to use a plane

wave for the unobserved nucleon. In the next chapter, we shall

compare the results from both methods. A more sophisticated method

for a consistent treatment of exclusive (e,e'p) and inclusive (e,e')

has been developed ), but an adaptation of this method to the
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problem of pion absorption is beyond the scope of this work.

Qur way of treating the inclusive spectra implies that we only

calculate events where the nucleon which reaches the detector comes

directly from the absorption process, without any further hard

collisions. The measured inclusive one-arm spectra may contain other

processes as well. However for stopped pions, according to the

cascade calculations of Chiang and Hufner ), the direct nucleons

are kinematically well enough separated to make a calculation like

ours seem worthwhile.

In the same vein we evaluate the total absorption rate for stopped

pions by turning off 1m Vopt for both of the outgoing nucleons, and

integrating over the whole phasespace. In view of the considerable

amount of computer time involved, we have chosen to perform this kind

of calculations only for stopped pions.

4.D Details of the physical igput to the calculations

The purpose of this section is to discuss in detail the way in

which the formalism presented has been implemented into the actual

numerical calculations. In particular, we will give a detailed

account of the physical input.

4.D.I Nuclear structure

As target nuclei for our calculations, we have chosen C and 0,

which have a reasonably well-understood structure and have served as

target nuclei in a number of key experiments. Besides, they are

sufficiently complex to expect the full complexity of the absorption

problem (e.g. possible many-nucleon mechanisms) to appear.

As we saw in subsection 4.A.2, nuclear structure enters the
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calculation in three distinct places: the 2-c.f.p.'s, the residual

nucleus' excitation energies and the harmonic oscillator range

parameter.

In p-shell nuclei, 2-c.f.p.'s for p~' 2-hole states have been

tabulated by Cohen and Kurath ). They have been widely, and mostly

successfully, applied to a number of two-particle transfer reactions

3 13
such as (p. He) and (d,a) reactions ). These reactions do not

provide very sensitive checks on the precise values of the 2-c.f.p.'s

-2 -1-1
however. For s and s p 2-hole Btates, we are aware of no

calculation using a realistic residual interaction, so we have simply

1 U
used 2-c.f.p.'s derived frora a single Slater determinant ). This

strategy has been taken over from previous, related work ' ). In

view of the present experimental status, we do not expect that

detailed parentage questions for deep-lying 2-hole states are of much

significance for pion absorption.

Once the 2-c.f.p.'s are known, we can calculate NfA , the number

of pairs with quantumnumbers i. , S and J contributing to the

transition i-*-f. An expression for N f i, as well as tables of all Nfi

in C and 0 relevant to our calculations, was given in ref. ).

These numbers Nfi are crucial in interpreting the numerical results

to follow.

For the excitation energies we have made the following choice. For

-2 12

p 2-hole 6tatee the theoretical excitation energies from ref. )

have been used. For 2-hole states involving the s-shell, the

excitation energies are only very poorly known, and we have set them

equal to 15 MeV for all s~ p"1 and 30 MeV for all s'2 states. Notice

that this procedure may introduce some artificial sharp thresholds

into the calculations. Since for each excitation energy the entire

calculation has to be redone, and since the final results are not

very sensitive to a few MeV change in the excitation energy, it is
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this changes nothing. For p 2-hole states, we calculate < E £ X C > by
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advantageous to define average excitation energies < E | X C
P > (i+j=2).

For states involving the B-shell, because of our choice of energies,
_2

E£ X

averaging the theoretical excitation energies, U6ing the number of

Sj pairs Nfi as weight factors. The results are

n-2 f 1 .62 MeV for 12C

L 16 <4-44>
6.92 MeV for 0

Unless otherwise stated, all results were obtained using these

values.

The harmonic oscillator parameter b was set to its electron

scattering value, b=1.57 fm for C and b=1.75 fm for O. To these

values the usual c m . correction was applied, replacing

b - b / A / ( A - 2 ) (4.45)

in the c m . wavefunction.

4.D.2 Initial state interactions

Before being absorbed on a nucleon pair, the pion may interact

with the nuclear medium. This interaction is described through an

optical potential. Here, we must distinguish between the absorption

of stopped and in-flight pions.

The stopped pion is absorbed from a Coulomb orbit, modified by the

strong pion-nucleus interaction. For C and 0, only absorption

from s- and p-orbits is significant, and of these two p-orbit

absorption is strongly dominant (>80%) ). For the optical poten-

tial, we have used a standard form proposed by Ericson and Ericson

), with parameters adjusted by L. Tauscher ). The actual wave-

functions were computed using the exotic atom code PIONIC, written by
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on
J.H. Koch * ).

With the strong part of the optical potential set equal to zero

(which we will loosely call "PWIA" in the following), the pionic

wavefunctions are pure Coulomb bound state wavefunctions, which

inside the nucleus are very nearly proportional to r °, with l0 the

orbital angular momentum. From this fact, we can immediately conclude

that absorption from a s- (p-) orbit is dominated by s- (p-) wave

absorption, as already used in eq. (2.25). The main effect of

including the strong part of the optical potential is to affect the

constant of proportionality. The s-wave interaction is repulsive (the

constant decreases), for the p-wave the effect is reversed. The

change in the form of the wavefunction is not very pronounced.

However, there are some surface effects, which, as we will see

explicitly in the next chapter, suppress absorption on peripheral

pairs as compared to the more central ones, in the case of p-orbit

absorption.

For in-flight absorption we use the MSU-potential ), which offers

a natural and successful extension of the Ericson-Ericson potential

to low-energy in-flight scattering. The main effects of the optical

potential on the wavefunction are a reduction of the flux and an

increase of the pion momentum in the nuclear medium. A modified form

of the code PIRK, written by Eisenstein and Miller ), was used for

the calculation of the scattering wavefunctions.

Since for in-flight absorption we only calculate the exclusive

(IT,NN) spectra, no ambiguity arises as to whether one should keep the

imaginary part of the optical potential or not. For more inclusive

quantities, there is a problem, since one does not know very well to

which extent absorption is "shadowed" by inelastic processes. An

investigation of this problem can be found in ref. ).
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4.D.3 Final state interactions

In Sect. 4.A we have already discussed the formal aspects of our

treatment of final state interactions. In the resulting scheme, the

usual nucleon-nucleus potentials enter, where the nucleus considered

is now the residual (A-2) system. We ignore possible differences

between the potentials in the ground- or excited state of the

nucleus. In our energy range, we need neutron and proton optical

potentials for p-shell nuclei (A=10 and A=14) for 0STJJS200 MeV. In

the literature, we could not find any potential which was fully

appropriate, so we have tried a number of different ones. All

potentials used were local and energy-dependent. It is generally

believed that part of this energy dependence is due to the neglect of

non-localities. It is known that scattering-equivalent local and

non-local potentials need not agree in a DWIA calculation. The

well-known Perey-effect *) suggests that a non-local potential will

give wavefunctions which are more strongly damped in the inner

region. This additional damping has been claimed to improve the

description of the (e.e'p) reaction ). We have not yet tried to use

non-local nucleon optical potentials in the pion absorption calcula-

tions. Therefore, we should keep in mind that the extracted absorp-

tion strength parameters may be somewhat too low.

In the numerical work, three different nucleon-nucleus potentials

were used. All of these were of the standard form

c(r)-Uf(r)-i Wvgv(r)+VDgD(r) - 2 (Us+iWs)i _ £ _ ! _ t-o (4.46)V(r) = V

where V^ is the Coulomb potential, f(r), gy(r) and fs(r) are

Woods—Saxon formfactors, gp is some surface peaked formfactor (often

a derivative Woods-Saxon) and U, Wv, Wn, Us and Ws are parameters, to

be determined phenomenologically. The energy dependence of the
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potential enters through these parameters and the values for the

ranges and widths of the formfactors.

The three potentials used were the Engelbrecht-Fiedeldey (EF) ),

Nadasen (Na) ) and Comfort and Karp (CK) ) potentials. Besides,

we have checked that potentials of Abdul-Jalil and Jackson ) and

28
Giannini and Ricco ) give results in the range covered by the first

three. Of these last two potentials, we will not give any details

here.

In all cases, we have assumed that the proton- and neutron

potentials differ only through the Coulomb potential, which should be

safe for N=Z nuclei in our energy range. The EF potential was

originally determined from n-nucleus elastic scattering data, for

large A and 0£En<150 MeV. We have simply used it for light nuclei

29
without any adjustments, following another author ) . The Na-poten-

tial is fitted to p-nucleus elastic scattering and reaction cross

sections on 4 0Ca, 90Zr and 2 0 8Pb for 80SEpsl80 MeV. For our purpose,

the inclusion of the reaction cross sections in the fitting procedure

is an important advantage. We also use this potential for smaller

values of A and E p. The parameter B (the only ambiguous parameter in

2 5the parametrization of ref. ), compare their formula (16b)) was set

to B=.0S8, but this value is not critical for our results. Finally,

the CK potential, fitted to p- C elastic scattering for

12SEpS183 MeV, is not presented as a smooth parametrization in ref.

), but rather as a free fit to the data at a number of discrete

energies. We have therefore interpolated their values, using a simple

parametrization of the energy dependence. For E s20 MeV, this was not

possible, and we had to make an ad-hoc choice, motivated by the usual

low-energy behaviour of the optical potential. The results for the

relevant parameters are
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U « -55+.461 E ' 9 1 3

W « 5.26 exp(5.33 IO"3Ep) Eps20 MeV

(4.47a)
Ep<20 MeV

W' = Us = Ws = 0

= 5.85 Ep<20 MeV

The ranges and widths are given by

r = 1.20

a = .59+5 JCf^Ep E>40 MeV (4.47b)

= .42+5 10"3Ep E<40 MeV

Here, all energies are measured in MeV, ranges and widths in fm. The

surface absorption and L'S terms were set equal to zero.

The nucleonic wavefunctions were calculated using the program

PIRK, which was already used for the in-flight pionic wavefunctions.

The code was heavily modified to include nucleon scattering.

Appendix A4.1 Treatment of a general pion dsuteron vertex function

In this appendix we want to describe how a general formfactor

g(<), representing the finite size of the pion-deuteron vertex, can

be incorporated in the formalism presented in the main text. From the

discussion following eq. (4.26) we can see that we have to evaluate

= ^ <Pi( )|<><P( W - V ' C )3
(2TT) 3 ( 2TF ; 3 (2TT)

Here, ic is given by

K „ |J,-E(?;+i?i)| (A4.2)

Let us introduce r, the ratio of the relative pion-deuteron momentum



< and the pion momentum <„, i.e. r=</<n. We now approximate r by ras>

which is the same ratio, but calculated using asymptotic momenta.

Next, we define a "folded" wavefunction |k^+^ >̂ as

3R'<rasiH^>>g~(|«.|) (A4.3)

where g is the Fouriertransform of g. Using this definition, we can

use all expressj is from the main text, provided we replace the pion

wavefunction | k / > by lie,, >• Thus, Tfi becomes

Tf[S) |

Appendix A4.2 The matrixelement without factorization

Although a partial wave decomposition of the matrix element (4.23)

without factorizing the DWIA integral in the nucleon coordinates is

possible, the resulting expressions are very cumbersome, especially

if in addition a general formfactor in q1 is used. Alternative

calculational approaches, such as a direct calculation of the

3-dimensional integral (generalizing eq. (4.31)}, or working directly

in momentum space, are likely to be more efficient ways to deal with

the matrixelement. Therefore, we will refrain from giving the

explicit formulae, which are of little practical value.

Appendix A4.3 Including spin-dependent nucleon nucleus potentials

Here we consider the changes of the formalism required to include

spin-dependent nucleon-nucleus optical potentials. First, we must

replace eq. (4.12) by
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( A 4. 5 )

We shall denote the radial wavefunctions obtained by solving (A4.5)

for the case of £.2 potentials by R^" (PiB-'^iB^' w h e r e 3

Instead of eq. (4.24) we write

z (2TI)3 (2TI)3 (2TI)3 (2TI)3

Following the discussion in the main text, we now have to

evaluate, instead of eq. (4.30), matrixelementa of the form

(A4.7)

Some angular momentum recoupling shows that we can write the product

of the two spin-dependent nucleon wavefunctions as

.I'M1

ifi.2 + £2S_i^2_ <

[T» (p; i i
J' Jl J2 J

RJ] (- )(pJ;R)R^2 (- )(p 2,R)Y I 1, l J, (!?.„) (A4.8)

The rest of the integrand in eq. (A4.7) can be treated as before,

with the help of eqs. (4.35) and (4.36). The result for Tfj is
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n ' v i ' o ' v 1 n '
a r a ' t '

| J ' M ' x X y S S j J 'M'>XSo'C<a'OCO|AO>

2 , , ( o ' | | S K | | S ) • .
i V o r J ' r 1 n ' u ' X a ' T ' f M n ' u ' > J^ ¥ „ • , ( * „ )

- - 2
( J 1 J 2 > « " * ' ! • ' | n V > < a ' T ' C M | n ' j j '

o1

(A4-9)

A slightly simplified form of eq. (A4.9), using factorization in the

pion momentum (compare eqs. (4.37) and (4.38)), was used for

calculations in the preliminary phase of this worX. The spin-orbit

effects in our model were found to be small, typically 1 to 2%, so we

have not considered them in our final calculations.
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C H A P T E R V

COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT I : ABSORPTION OF STOPPED PIONS

In t\ie chapter we want to compare our DWIA calculation with the

experimental results in the case of stopped pion absorption, postpo-

ning ti.d treatment of pion absorption in flight to the next chapter.

The results from chapter 3 will serve as a guideline to the physics

contained in the results obtained here. In fact, when all strong

distorting potentials are set to zero (which we will loosely call

PWIA in this chapter), the results of the calculations are, up to

minor corrections, equivalent to the ones of chapter 3. One of our

main concerns will be to see how well the qualitative aspects of our

model calculation in chapter 3 survive, after distortion has been

added. In our analysis of the experimental data we will emphasize the

interconnections between the various data sets, trying to explain all

relevant data in terms of a small number of parameters. In sections

5.1 and 5.2 we will set the stage for the comparison to the

experiments, by discussing the way the experimental and theoretical

normalizations can be compared and by discussing distortion effects

in general terms. In sections 5.3 to 5.5 we will confront our

calculation with the actual experiments. Finally, in section 5.6 we

will formulate our conclusions.

5.A. Questions of normalization

The phenomenological TTNN absorption operator (chapter 2) contains

unknown partial wave amplitudes a., which have to be determined from

an analysis of experimental data. Unfortunately, this is not an easy
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task since the available data for stopped pions either have modest

energy resolution, or are not absolutely normalized. Therefore, the

best we can do is to explore the validity and limitations of the QDM

as such.

Bassalleck et al. ) have been able to resolve the

OC^'frm) N(1+,T=0,3.9Mev) transition. Since all their data are

given in arbitrary units, we can only compare the shapes of the

various distributions. This may allow sortie insight into the kinemati-

cal region of applicability of the QDM. The shapes are not sensitive

to the partial wave content of the operator. Since in the nuclei

considered here ( "C and 0), absorption occurs predominantly

(>80 %) from the p-orbit, we have limited ourselves to this orbit. As

discussed in chapter 2, p-orbit absorption is dominated by p-wave

absorption. To be definite, we have assumed absorption to proceed

exclusively through the amplitude a5 ( Sj -> D2 ), which dominates v-d

p-wave absorption.

Isaak et al. ) and Heusi et al. ) have presented semi-inclusive

coincidence data for C, normalized "per pion stop". The inclusive

one-arm neutron- and proton spectra of refs. ) and 3) are also given

in this normalization. We shall compare these data to the theoretical

rates "per pion stop". It is important to clearly understand what one

is testing by such a comparison. If we ignore the polarization

effects discussed in chapter 3 (they are expected to average out when

one sums over many transitions), and assume p-absorption dominance,

any differential rate for the (rr~,nn) reaction in our model becomes

proportional to the same combination of amplitudes,

6rQDM = ( |a3]
2+U5l2>6^QDM (5.1)

The "reduced width" 6rgDM is independent of the ai. Let us partition

the total absorption width into the QDM contribution from Sj pairs
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and the rest:

rtot = rQDH+rest - — T Q D M (5.2)

Here, £ denotes the fraction of absorption events proceeding

through other mechanisms (absorption on other types of pairs,

many-nucleon absorption)

( 5 . 3 ,

and TQDM c a n again be written as (cf. eq. 5.1)

rQDM = (la3|
2+|a5|

2)YQDM . (5.4)

The theoretical rate "per pion stop" then becomes

rtot

Notice that, the unknown strength parameters a± have disappeared in

favour of the factor l-£» which measures the extent to which the QDM

exhausts the total absorption width. The parameter £ itself is of

interest, in particular it seems to be as large as 0.5 in the

A-resonance region, for p-shell nuclei ). However, as far as the

parameters ai are concerned, one does not gain much by going from the

total width to detailed coincidence studies, in the case of stopped

pions.

Information relevant for absorption on S Q ( T = 1 ) NN pairs is

contained in measured isospin ratios. In He, the ratio for absorp-

tion on a T=0 and T=l pair is 6.7+1 (refs. 7 ) , 8 ) ) , both for

absorption from the Is and 2p atomic orbits. In complex nuclei, the

situation is less clear because of the presence of pairs with £^0 and

expected multistep processes. The ratios quoted in the literature

depend on the kinematical cuts and have large uncertainties ) . We
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Eth(MeV)

5

10

15

20

8 "

2 .

7 .

16 .

2 8 .

2

1

8

4

1

s"1

2

7

15

25

P"3

. 1

.6

.3

.1

P"

0 .

2 .

7 .

1 2 .

2

9

5

0

1

a l l

1 .7

5 . 5

12.0

20.0
12 - 10 *

Table 1. Percentage of calculated C(" ,nn) B absorption events

with at least one neutron energy below the detection threshold Ety,-

Numbers are given for s , s p , p 2h states and the value ave-

ged over all states.

shall use our model to estimate the p-wave T=l absorption strength

Once E, is Known, we can determine the strength parameters for

absorption on Sj pairs from the measured widths of the Is- and 2p-

levels of pionic atoms. Evaluating TQ^^ in DWIA as described in

chapter 4 and using the experimental values of refs. 9~JJ ). we find

IA1 I 12 16
s-absorption : - = .017 fm ( C), .OK fro ( 0)

U-,|2+|ASI
2 3 12 3 16 ( 5' 6 )

p-absorption : __LI L_U_= .069 fm ( C), .036 fm ( 0)

These numbers agree reasonably well with the simple estimates of

chapter 2, for £=0.

A last remark concerns the question of experimental detection

thresholds. The normalization oZ data "per pion stop" is sensitive to

thresholds, so that one has to correct the calculated rates accor-

dingly. Table 1 gives an impression of the size of this correction

for typical values of the threshold energy (calculated in the case of

absorption on ' 2C>.
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5.B Role of distortion effects

Pion and nucleon distortion effects influence the extraction of

the parameters a and £, as well as the detailed shapes of all one-

and two- arm distributions. It is therefore necessary to briefly look

at the Bize of these effects and the inherent uncertainties.

Qualitatively, we have already discussed distortion effects xn

sections 4.C.2 and 4.C.3, but now we will put the discussion on a

more quantitative basis.

Let us first consider the total C(T: ",nn) ! °B* QDM rate, summed

over all final states. Pion distortion increases the calculated rate

by a factor of 1.47, nucleon distortion decreases it by a factor of

.47, with a net ratio of DWIA/PWIA=.69. A closer look at the

individual 2h-states reveals that the deep-lying states are slightly

less suppressed , mainly because pion enhancement increases with

State 77 dist. factor N dist. factor

s-
2

p- 2

s -
2

s-V1

p- 2

all

1-

2'

1+(L=0)

1+(L=2)

2 +

3 +

sum

sum

sum

sum

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,

1.

1.

1.

1.

.59

.53

.52

.40

.43

.37

.38

.59

52

39

47

.47

.49

.44

.52

.48

.46

.44

.47

.45

• 46

.47

Table 2. Distortion factors for pionic and nucleonic distortion.

Numbers quoted are for C.
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increasing density. In detail, one can read off the various distor-

tion factors from table 2, where we give the distortion factors (i.e.

the ratios of a calculation including distortion and a PWIA calcula-

tion), in the case of only pionic or only nucleonic distortion. The

full distortion factors are very nearly equal to the product of the

two factors guoted and are therefore omittted from the table.

Another comparison illustrates the role of the imaginary part of

the nucleon optical potential. Let's again evaluate the total QDM

rate, using 2 complex (r(c,c)), one real and one complex (!"(r,c)),

and 2 real (r(r,r)) nucleon optical potentials. Following the

reasoning of Sect. 4.C.3, this corresponds to the coincidence-,

one-arm- and total absorption rates, respectively. The ratios of

these widths can be interpreted as probabilities that 1 or 2 nucleons

escape without further "hard" collisions;

——'—- = P(2 nucleons escape) = Ggo

——'•—- = P O nucleon escapes) = GQV

EF

CK

Na

ref . 12

vG o v

. 5 9

.66

. 6 3

_

G00

. 3 6

.43

.42

_

s

^GOv

. 60

.66

.70

V1

G00

.36

.43

.47

P"

5G0v
. 63

.67

.71

_

2

G00

. 3 9

. 4 3

. 5 0

_

. 6 1

.66

. 6 9

• 58

a l l

G00

.3 8

.43

.4 8

.33

Table 3. Calculated probabilities ^ G Q V and GQO
 f o r EF< N a a n d C K

potentials, as compared to the results of Chiang and Hufner ).

Numbers given are averaged over all p , s p and p ' 2h states

respectively , and averaged over all states in the nucleus under

1 7
consideration, C.
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Ep(MeV) EF CK Na Exp.

35.0 549 438 412 385+15

60.8 412 358 312 310+13

Table 4. Predicted and measured p- C reaction cross section in mb

at two representative proton kinetic energies. Data are from refs.

16) and 1 7 ) .

1 2The G|jV are probabilities introduced by Chiang and Hiifner ), for

the two nucleons to undergo u and v collisions respectively. In table

3 we show our calculated results for 3 different choices of the

nucleon optical potential, Engelbrecht and Fiedeldey J)(EF), Nadasen

14 15
){Na) and Comfort and Karp )(CK), together with the prediction of

1 9

the serai-classical model of ref. " ) . We find a significant dependen-

ce on the nucleon optical potential. If we rely on Na (which yields

the best value for the reactive cross-section, cf. table 4), our

value of Goo * s close to 1/2, as compared to 1/3 in Chiang and

Hu'fner. Notice that to a very good accuracy, all entries in table 3

satisfy Goo=( E G0v^ • 1"n^-s c a n b e understood if one assumes that the

FSI of the two outgoing nucleons are uncorrelated, i.e. that GuV

factorizes:

G
vv = puPv 1?V = ] (5.8)

Indeed, we then find

(v G0v) 2 = p0 = G00 (5.9)

It is remarkable that the quantummechanical DWIA calculations can

also be interpreted in terms of these probabilities.

We now turn to the distortion effects on the shapes of coincident

distributions. The natural QDM variables are P (the recoil momentum)

and cos9=q'-P, cf. chapter 3. By way of example, we show in fig. 1
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the recoil dis t r ibut ion for p 1+ s ta tes with pure L=0/2, a

s ^ p " 1 1" s ta te and a s"2 1+ s t a t e , in PWTA and DWIA. The PWIA curves

are as expected from the analytical formulae in appendix A3.1. The

DWIA shows the typical suppression and a f i l l ing- in of the d-wave

minimum, with even a small local maximum at P=0. All s ta tes with

different J but the same L look qual i ta t ively similar to these

examples.

In f ig . 2, we compare the 9-dlstr ibution in PWIA and DWIA, for a l l

2h-states in p-shell nuclei with definite values of L. The PWIA

resul ts can be understood very well with the help of our analytical

resul ts in table 1, chapter 3. The shapes of the EWIA curves agree

only qua l i t a t ive ly with these expectations, par t icular ly near cos9=l

where a systematic enhancement can be observed. To understand th i s

effect , we note that cos9 Is closely related to the difference of the

two nucleon energies,

E;_E^ , 1 1 1 c o s 6 ( 5 . 1 0 )
M

Thus, cos8=0 corresponds to equal energy sharing, whereas cos6=l

allows for very small or large values of Ej (the precise range of

allowed values depends on the recoil momentum). Consequently, i t

seems that events with very unequal energy sharing are favoured by

distortion effects. This may be attributed to the fact that the

attractive real part of Vopt enhances the nucleon wavefunctions at

very low energies, but the effects are surprisingly large.

5.C Exclusive data

We f irs t discuss the contributions to the QDM width from Indivi-

12 - 10 *
dual final 3tat.i._, for the case C(?r ,nn) B . In table 5 we have

Vated the DWIA pred''.tioris In * of the total QDM width, the latter
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State

s"2 1+

s'1p~l l~

2~

P I d

1 b

l + c

2+a

2 + b

3+a

3 + b

3 + c

s~ sum

s p~ sum

p sum

a l l sum

N f i

3.00

1.00

5.00

1.69

. 7 0

.023

. 5 4

.14

1.65

. 5 6

.065

3.00

6.00

5.37

14.37

12 10 *
( C(" ,nn) B )

8 .4

2 . 8

12. 3

6 . 1

2 . 2

. 0 5 3

1.2

. 32

3. 3

1. 1

. 1 3

8 . 4

15.1

14.5

38.0

Table S. DWIA partial absorption widths for all 1 0B* states

considered^ given in % of the total width. Also quoted are the

number of 3Sj pairs N f i contributing to a given transition ) .

calculated with ImVQ t=0 for both neutrons. The EF optical potential

has been used here. The p-shell 2h-states are labelled as in Cohen

18 3

Kurath ) . Since we only pick up contributions from Sj pairs, it is

not surprising that the number of pairs (also shown in table 5)

determines to a large extent the relative population of final states.

In datail, the absorption rate per deuteron-like pair depends on the

specific state, decreasing for higher J values. This Is partly due to

phasespace, partly to the fact that the radial 3Sj wavefunction Is

not the same In all cases (see appendix A3.1): for p L=0 states,

both n=0 and n=l harmonic oscillator wavefunctions contribute.
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yielding a 25 % increase in the density at r=0 as compared to the

pure n=0 case (which is realized in all other transitions). Since we

use a 0-range operator in the present work, we get this full

enhancement factor in the absorption rate. This is certainly an

exaggeration and should not be taken too seriously. Experimentally,

very little is known to date. From a detection of y-rays after

- 19

stopped IT -absorption, Stronach et al. ) report relative yields of

9.46±.31 and 4.23±.23 % for the 1+ T=0 (.768 MeV) and (2.154 MeV)

states respectively. This Is larger than our numbers, 6.1 % for the

l+a(.90 MeV) and 2.2 % for the l+b(2.38 MeV) states. For the Na

optical potential, we get 7.7 % resp. 2.7 %.

In ref. ' ) , the transition 1 60 (n~,nn)'4N(1+T=0,3.9 MeV) has been

clearly identified and studied in detail. In fact, this is the only

resolved single transition in C or 0 with good statistics, and

can serve as a testcase for the QDM with L=0. Since all the data in

ref. ) are given in arbitrary units only, we cannot expect to learn

anything about the parameters aj and 5, but we can get an idea about

the region of applicability of our simple model. The following curves

are adjusted in absolute normalization "by eye" to the data.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the distributions in the natural QDM variables

P and cos9. The calculated recoil momentum distribution is slightly

too broad. In evaluating the cos6 distribution we have taken into

account the fact that the data include events with P<165 MeV/c only,

to avoid a geometrical bias. Then we predict a nearly isotropic

distribution, consistent with experiment.

In figs. 5 and 6 we give the complementary opening angle (tu) and

energy sharing distributions. The calculated u distribution follows
0 0

the data between 155 and 180 , but falls short of the tail at

smaller angles. The shape of the energy sharing distribution (for
Q

events with u>155 ) i s very well reproduced. We recall from chapter 3
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that If the QDM Is correct, all of these observables (except the

6-dlstribution) are mainly sensitive to the "deuteron" Fermi motion.

The agreement between our DWIA calculation and the data leaves no

doubt that for high resolution coincidence experiments, the QDM

indeed dominates in a large part of phasespace. On the other hand, we

should also caution the reader that the nice f i t s in f igs . 3-6 have

been achieved without any concrete dynamical model for the elementary

absorption operator. Thus, similar success of other authors )

cannot be taken as confirmation of the assumed microscopic absorption

mechanism.

The authors of ref. ) have also tried to measure some other

transitions in 0. The transition to the ground state of "*N is

dominantly L=2 transfer If one uses Cohen Kurath wavefunctions, but

the s t a t i s t i c s of the measured recoil distribution is too low to

either confirm or disprove this prediction. In the excitation region

10-12 MeV, L=2 strength i s expected. The data nevertheless show a

pronounced peak near P=0 in the recoil distribution, characteristic

for L=0 transitions (fig. 7). The theoretical curves correspond to

the Cohen Kurath l+c (15.24 MeV) state (sol id) , or the l+c and 3+

(10.14 MeV) states (dashed curve), using the same normalization as

for the 3.9 MeV state. The calculation does not resemble the measured

distribution, as was also found by Shimizu and Faessler 2 0 ) . We

believe that the energy resolution of the experiment Is insufficient

to draw any firm conclusions from the discrepancy.

5.D Semi-inclusive data

Isaak et a l . )̂ and Heusi et a l . 3) have obtained coincidence data

for 12C normalized "per pion stop", distinguishing between "all

events" and events with a (recoil corrected) missing energy smaller
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Figure 7. Recoil momentum distribution. Data from ref. ), for

14 +
excitation energy 10<EX<12 MeV. Calculation for N(l ,15.24 MeV)
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CJ=180 . Data from ref. ) for "primary" nucleons (open circles) and

all nucleons (full circles). Calculation for absorption on 0p0p pairs

(solid curve) or all pairs (dashed curve).



than 22 MeV for nn- and 17 MeV for np-pairs. The latter events are

attributed to quasi-free absorption on a pair in the p-shell. We have

calculated the corresponding yields per pion stop. As discussed

)bove, the unknown amplitudes a^ drop out of the calculation, and the

normalization of the curves is mainly sensitive to 5, the fraction of

absorption not proceeding via the QDM. We shall use the shape of the

coincident distributions to assess the credibility of our calculation

and try to extract £ from the absolute normalization. All theoretical

curves are for ?=0, using the EF optical potential.

In f ig. 8, we display the energy spectra for one neutron, at an

opening angle of 180 , using a detection threshold of 20 MeV. The

p-shell result agrees well with the calculation, both In shape and

absolute normalization. The "all events" data are overestimated at

the peak by 15 %. This may have two different explanations: either

the assumed quasi-free mechanism is too naive for the deep-lying

states , or we need a value of £^0 {of the order of =15%), in which

case the agreement with the p-shell fraction would have to be

accidental. Fig. 9 gives similar results for the "all events" data,

for u=180 , 150° and 120°. Data are from ref. 4 ) . The calculation

agrees with the data, both in shape and normalization, for UJ=180 and
0 0

a)=150 in the relevant region. The data at w=120 have insufficient

statistics to draw reliable conclusions.

The opening angle distribution in fig. 10 confirms these findings

and demonstrates that the calculation is successful in correlating

various kinematical distributions. For p-shell nuclei absorption, we

get again agreement in absolute normalization near the quasi-free

kinematics, vhereas the total distribution overshoots the data at

180° by =25 I.

The authors of ref. ) also quote yields (per pion stop) for

detecting 2 coincident particles with energies above 20 MeV. For
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Condition(s)

Enh= 10 MeV

E*h= 15 MeV

E*h= 20 MeV

imary p—shell"

Experiment

.46±.0B

.46±.07

.36±.06

.361.06

.27+.04

.26±.04

.15±.03

"Drimarv D-shell" .089+.013

Theory

.31

.26

.25

.13

.093

Reference

2

4

2

4

2.3

4

3

3

Table 6. Comparison of calculated and experimental nn-multi-

plicities after absorption in C, using various kinematical

constraints.

p-shell absorption for instance, the result is 0.15 for nn pairs. It

is interesting to see how such small numbers can arise in the

calculation, even if one assumes that the QDM is the only absorption

process. Our prediction is

Y(nn) = Fth*Fp*G00 = 0.88x0.38x0.38 = 0.13 (5.11)

. Here, F t h corrects for the 20 MeV threshold, Fp is the fraction of

QDM absorption from the p-shell, and GQQ the 2-nucleon escape

probability discussed above. In a similar way, we have calculated the

theoretical nn multiplicities in a number of cases, corresponding to

various experimental conditions under which nn multiplicities have

been measured. The results are given in table 6- Under conditions

where the quasi—free process is expected to be dominant, agreement is

satisfactory. We have no way of predicting the yield of np pairs, but

we can translate the measured number into the T=l absorption

parameters. In order to minimize non—quasi—free contaminations of the

data, we use the experimental ratio of nn/np pairs for p-shell
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o
absorption and UJ>140 , i.e. 6.3±1.4. Upon dividing by the ratio of

Sj (np) to ^ ( p p ) pairs in the p-shell (2.85, cf. ref. )), we get

2.2±0.5

This is less than 1/2 of the value reported for He. Therefore,

either the ratio (5.12) is strongly A-dependent, or the observed

np-pairs cannot all be ascribed to quasi-free absorption on pp pairs.

2 °
In summary, we believe that the p-shell data of refs. ) and )

are best suited for a comparison with DWIA calculations, since the

energy cuts allow to focus on primary nucleons. Here, our calculation

agrees in absolute normalization with experiment, if we use the EF

potential. For the Na potential (which is less absorptive), we would

overshoot the data by 25 %, according to table 3. This indicates the

range of the allowed values for t,. If the observed np-pairs have been

correctly interpreted, absorption on a T=l pair is only down by a

factor of 2.2, as compared to a T=0 pair. In this case, the

contribution from pp pairs to the total absorption width can be

estimated to be 15 %. This order of magnitude would partly explain

the value of £ needed if one uses the Na potential, leaving little

room for genuine many-nucleon absorption mechanisms.

5.E One-arm spectra

We have calculated the one-arm neutron spectra by setting ImV , =P

for the unobserved neutron. As explained in Sect. 4.C, this implies

that we are calculating the energy distribution for the "primary"

neutrons only, whereas the measured inclusive spectra also contain

cascade products and evaporation neutrons. Thus we cannot compare in

detail the shape of the quasi-free absorption peak with the data. Our

main motivation here is to get an independent cross-check on our



determination of the parameter £.

In fig. 11, we compare the experimental spectra for 1 2C (refs. 4 )

and )), normalized per pion stop, with our calculations for £=0. The

3 curves differ in the nucleon optical potential used. We first

observe that the absolute normalization in the region of the maximum

is roughly correct for the EF and CK potentials, and too high by

= 20 % for the Na potential. This is consistent with similar findings

for the coincidence data in Sect. 5.D and gives us some confidence in

the DWIA treatment of the nucleon FSI. The calculated peak must have

the correct width, judgeing by the good agreement between the

calculated coincident energy spectra and experiment in Figs. 6, 8 and

9. If the data suggest a much broader peak, this has two different

reasons: at low energies, there is no way of disentangling the

"primary" from "secondary" neutrons, but we only calculate the first

species. At the higher energies, the energy resolution of the data

seems to be insufficient. Note that the Q-value for the (-n̂ .nn)

reaction on 12C is 112 MeV, which yields a (recoil corrected)

kinematical limit of 102 MeV. The calculation of Chiang and Hiifner

1 2

) produces a broader peak than ours, seemingly in better agreement

with experiment on the high energy side. However, this may be

fortuitous since their calculation fails to reproduce the coincident

energy-sharing distribution of ref. ).

One noteworthy feature of our DWIA calculation is the role of the

real part of the optical potential for the unobserved particle. In

fig. 12, we compare the calculation with ReV £ (EF potential) with

another one where a plane wave is used instead. We see that the peak

is shifted down by =15 MeV, and the agreement with the shoulder in

the data gets definitely worse. Similar shifts of the quasi-free peak

are well known from quasi-free scattering calculations (e.g. e,e' or

TT,TT'), from where we have borrowed the recipe of keeping ReV t . We
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should point out that this effect is absent in semi-classical

calculations (e.g. ref. )), where only the mean free path (or

equivalently ImVopt) enters. In fig. 13 we give the results of a

similar calculation .on 1 6O, using the EF potential. The same

conclusions as for C apply.

Finally, we turn to the one-arm proton spectra ^ •~ ). According

to ref. * * ) , the fraction of "primary" protons from quasi-free

absorption on pp pairs should be small. Indeed, no shoulder can be

seen in the data around 60 MeV. Therefore, we can only get an upper

limit for the direct protons by normalizing our calculated spectra

(which have nearly the same shape as for neutrons) to the highest

value compatible with experiment. We then find a ratio R>11.3 for

neutron-vs—proton yield. Assuming p-wave absorption, this can be

a.
o
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P

1_|UJ
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"0.
1 1 1 1
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I 1 t
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1 i
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Figure 13. 0(t ,n) inclusive energy spectrum. Data from ref. )

(full circles) and ref. ) (open

formed using the EF potential.

. Calculations were per-
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re-expressed in terms of isospin 0- and 1 coupling constants and

number of pairs as

Ia3|2+Ia5l2
 t K ? 5 (5.13)

Inserting numbers, we obtain

R =

There is no contradiction with the value of 2.2 determined from

1 2
the C coincidence data in Sect. 5.D. As a last remark, we should

point out that a recent TRIUMF measurement has yielded neutron

spectra for C which have much more structure than all previous data

and the calculations 2 i ) . In view of the fact that the same group has

found smooth results for 0 like everybody else, we have not

included these C data into our analysis.

5.F Conclusions

When carefully analyzing the existing data for *2C and ! 6 0 , we

found that there is not enough information to uniquely pin down our

model parameters, notably because there seems to be little chance of

disentangling s- from p-wave absorption. Therefore, we can only give

the estimates of eqs. (5.6) and (5.12). Despite this minimal

knowledge about the absorption process itself, it turned out that we

can understand many features of the data surprisingly well, ranging

from exclusive coincidence measurements up to inclusive one-arm

spectra. Our analysis has taught us that by looking experimentally

into the details of the QDM, one does not learn much more about this

process as such, but rather about its limitations and the possible

presence of other absorption mechanisms. The reason is twofold.
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First, almost all kinematical distributions are governed by the

rapidly varying nucleon bound-state wave functions in momentum space.

The sensitivity to £*••-. momentum dependence of the vHN absorption

operator is too weak in comparison with uncertainties in nuclear

structure, distortion effects, etc. Secondly, a stopped pion experi-

ment can be thought of as an in-flight experiment, where one averages

over the direction of the incident pion. Thereby, one looses the most

direct information about the partial wave content of the absorption

operator, namely the angular correlation between the pion momentum

and the momenta of the outgoing nucleons.

This last point is a clear disadvantage of stopped pion studies.

However, it can also be turned around. It allows us to extract an upper

bound on absorption processes different from the QDM on Sj pairs of

<25%, without having to invoke any concrete model for the 2N-absorp-

tion process itself. The biggest uncertainty in this number stems

from the treatment of the nucleon FSI. However, we believe that the

present DWIA approach is sensible and more accurate than previous

investigations. Considering that part of the <25% can be attributed

to 2N-absorption on other pairs (our estimate yields ~15 % for pp

pairs), we conclude that the 2N-absorption mechanism is much better

confirmed at 0 energy than in the A-resonance region. We cannot tell

whether this difference is a kinematical effect, or whether it is

dynamically related to the A.

Summarizing, the stopped pion data do not yet allow us to fully

exploit the potential of our model. A more comprehensive analysis

would require exclusive coincidence data for T=l transitions (where

only a null-result exists )), and transitions with L^0, to

complement the 3.9 MeV state in « discussed above. Also, some of

the available data loose a lot of their potential for testing

theoretical predictions by not being absolutely normalized. In

principle at least, pion absorption in flight is capable of yielding
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much more detailed information, as will be shown in the next chapter.
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C H A P T E R V I

COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT II: IN-FLIGHT PION ABSORPTION

In the previous chapter we have discussed stopped pion absorption.

It was shown that most existing data reveal little about the dynamics

of the absorption mechanism, but rather reflect "trivial" aspects of

the reaction. The main reason for this insensitivity is easy to

understand: since a stopped pion experiment can be regarded as an

"angle integrated" version of an in-flight experiment (cf. Chapter

3), a major part of the dynamical information is lost. Those data

which could in principle provide us with genuine information about

the partial wave content of the absorption operator (i.e. 9-distribu-

tions for transitions with L/0) are hard to obtain and interpret,

because they correspond to polarization quantities.

Therefore, it is natural to expect that an analysis of low-energy

in-flight absorption data could be more rewarding. Best suited for a

comparison to a QDM are (n~,NN) coincidence data leading to exclusive

states of the residual nucleus, measured throughout a fair part of

the available phasespace. Only very recently such data, using ' Li

) and O ) as target nuclei, have appeared. Older data ' )

suffer from poor energy resolution or statistics, or cover only a

small part of the available phasespace.

The 60 MeV data taken on O, leading to the ground state and

+ 14

3.9 MeV 1 state of N, show two unexpected qualitative features:

the recoil momentum distribution for the g.s. transition exhibits a

maximum at PR = 0 in conflict with its generally assumed L=2 character,

and there is a very strong, state-dependent variation with the

direction of the recoil momentum vector. In its simplest form, the
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QDM predicts no dependence on this variable at all. These puzzling

observations are the main motivation for the study in this chapter.

We will not consider the ' Li data. By and large, the6e data seem to

be compatible with the predictions of a single QDM.

This chapter falls into two sections. In Sect. 6.A we will compare

the predictions of our analytically solvable PWIA model, treated

extensively in Chpater 3, with the data. In Sect. 6.B we will prssent

the results of more realistic DWIA calculations. Finally, in

Sect. 6.C we formulate our conclusions.

6.A Comparison of the data to a PWIA model; Qualitative features

In their study of the 16O(Tt+,pp)14N reaction at 59.6 MeV, Wharton et

al. ) have presented detailed results for two specific final states

of 14N, the ground state and the 3.9 MeV excited state (both 1+,T=0).

A comparison between these two transitions is appealing because they

are predicted to involve almost pure L=2 (g.s.) resp. L=0 (3.9 MeV

state) transfers ). The transition to the 3.9 MeV state had already

been measured before with stopped pions ). In the previous chapter

we have shown that these zero energy data can be well understood with

the QDM. In the present section, we shall confront the QDM in the

simplified form of Chapter 3 with these new 60 MeV data from LAMPF,

concentrating on the qualitative aspects. Such a comparison is

greatly facilitated by the fact that Wharton et al. have parametrized

their data in a simple way, guided by the QDM. A more quantitative

study of certain aspects and all actual cross section calculations

will be deferred to Sect. 6.B, where we shall employ a distorted wave

approach. For the moment, we tacitly assume that we may identify the

asymptotic pion- and nucleon momenta with the variables entering the

elementary absorption process, and do not worry about absolute
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normalizations.

The data of ref. 2 have been parametrized in terms of a "T-matrix

of the following form:

|2iTl'
± (6.1a)

( PR - -? )

with

g(pR.Pl.P2> = N(PR)(l+B(PR)(PR'Pi)(PR-p2))(l+C(PK)cos9R)

_i . . (6.1b)
N(PR) = (l-B(PR)/3)

 1 , Cos6R = PR-k

Since the phasespace-factor has been pulled out already, we can

directly compare |T| of (6.1a) with the spin sum I(?,q,ic) introduced

in eq. (3.8). The various functions and coefficients appearing in eq.

(6.1) will be discussed as we go along. We proceed in two steps:

first, we compare the integral of (Tp over the recoil angles with

the corresponding QDM prediction. In this way we get rid of the

complicated function g in (6.1b) and of the tensor polarization

effects discussed in Chapter 3. In the second step, we shall examine

in detail the recoil angle dependence of |T| and I(P,q,<).

Upon integrating |T| o f (6.1a) over dft+, we obtain an expression

of the same general structure as in the QDM of Chapter 3, cf. eqs.

(3.9) and (3.19):

||T|2dn+= f(PR)(l+a2P2(K-q)) (6.2a)

fr/* + -»• , 6 2 « . (6.2b)
JI(P,q.«r)dfl£ - |RL(P)r(ao+a2P2(K.q))

(6.2a) follows from (6.1a) because

I + - .
dfj* g(PR.Pi.P2) = constant (6.3)

by construction. The Legendre coefficients aL entering (6.2b) can be

read off eq. (2.12). Obviously, f(PR) corresponds to the deuteron
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momentum distribution, whereas the q-dependence reflects the unpo-

larized elementary nd -• pp cross section. The best fit parameters for

a 2 are (within the uncertainties) consistent with the value 1.1 of

the free nd •+pp reaction, confirming the dominance of the amplitude

A5 also inside the nucleus. As far as f(PR) is concerned, we note

that both L=0 and L=2 transfer can contribute for 1 states. If we

rely on the 2-c.f.p.'s of Cohen and Kurath ) (CK), we obtain the

recoil momentum distributions shown in Figs. 1 and 2, together with

the data (arbitrary normalization). The agreement in shape is

reasonable for the 3.9 MeV state, but there is a rather dramatic

discrepancy for the g.s. at small PR. Within the QDM, there are in

principle two ways of generating a peak at PR = 0 : either one increases

the L=0 component in the wavefunction as compared to the CK results,

or one assumes that absorption on pairs different front Sj pairs is

important.

The first alternative seems to be in conflict with other 2-parti-

cle transfer reactions ). In order to illustrate the amount of L=0

component needed, we have nevertheless varied the L=0/L=2 transfer

ratio to get the qualitative fit of Fig. 3 (solid curve). We have to

increase the ratio co/c2=--078 (CK) of the 2-c.f.p.'s by a factor of

2.7. The 2nd possible explanation has been advocated in ref. 2. L=2

transfer implies a Sj pair with a L=2 c m . wavefunction, or a Dj

pair with L=0. The latter component is equally strong in the nuclear

wavefunction, but not expected to show up, because absorption on a

d-pair should be dynamically suppressed. If we allow the ratio of

absorption cross sections to vary freely, we can arrive at the shape

of ^(PR) shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 3 (the difference in shape

between the 2 curves is due to different n-quantum numbers involved).

We need
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PR (MeV/c)

320
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90.0

60.0
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Pig. 1. Formfactor (recoil momentum aistribution) for the 3.9 MeV state calculated from the CK

wavefunctions, as compared to the data of ref. 2, in the unita employed there. Normalization

fitted to the data.

Pig. 2. As fig. 1, but transition to the ground state shown.

Pig. 3. As fig. 2, but peak at PR» 0 fitted by adding an extra L«0 component in the wavefunc-

tion (c.f.p. ratio co/c2 » -.21), or including abaorption on pairs in relative d-states.
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on the average, in the angular region covered by the experiment

(9c>01<=63 ...90 ). The angular dependence of the 2 cross sections

would be the same if both would be dominated by the S2 (AN)->- D2(NN)

transition (this would also be consistent with the finding that a 2 in

eq. (6.1a) is approximately the same in both transitions). Then the

ratio (6.4) would directly reflect the ratio of total absorption

cross sections, and be at least 3 times bigger than expected (see for

instance Fig. 5 of ref. 8 ) .

We now turn to the extra dependence of |'T| on the kinematical

variables contained in g (Pjj,p j ,P2) > eq- (6,1b). g has been introduced

by the authors of ref. 2 to account for unexpected strong state- and

recoil angle dependence of the data. The term proportional to C ( P R )

can be understood as a consequence of the energy dependence of the

elementary nd-<-pp cross section. Since this energy dependence enters

only via the transformation from LAB- to 7id c m . system, the effect

on the 6R-dependence is rather weak. In Chapter 2, we have ignored

such non-static corrections for the sake of simplicity, but we shall

include them in the more detailed calculations of Sect. 6-B.

The most intriguing term in g is the one proportional to B(Pj{),

where B(Pj;) depends strongly on PR and the transition considered (see

Fig. 6 of ref. 2). Before comparing this term to the QDM, it is

necessary to eliminate the LAB momenta p 1 # p 2, in favour of natural

QDM variables. Notice that

+^2j (6-5)
A crude but useful approximation is to keep only the leading term on

the right hand side. For the 3.9 MeV state, B(PR)=-1.4 between PR=130

and 180 MeV/c, and small outside of this interval. Hence, g yields

the dependence
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g « l+1.4<q-PR}
2 (3.9 MeV State, 130sPRSl80 MeV/c) (6.6)

Taking into account the fact that the experimental setup favours

in-plane geometry and anc

yields the @R-dependence

o
in-plane geometry and angles 6C m in the vicinity of 90 , this

g a l+1.4sin26R * l-0.6cos26R (6.7)

in qualitative agreement with Fig. 8 of ref. 2. By contrast, the QDM

predicts no 6R dependence at all for a pure L=0 transition. We shall

comment on the role of possible small L=2 admixtures below.

For the ground state, B(PR) is 0 below 170 MeV/c, then rises

rather suddenly to 1 where it stays above 200 MeV/c. Therefore

g <* l-(q-PR)
2 * cos26R (g.s. , PR>200 MeV/c) (6.8)

where we have again specialized to the in-plane geometry and
o

^c.m.=90 • This distribution agrees roughly with Fig. 7 of ref. 2.

Let us assume that the high recoil momentum data are predominantly

L=2 transfer. The QDM of Chapter 3 predicts for L=2.J=1 and a pure A5

amplitude (cf. eq* 3.20)

+ . . 2 *.* *.p p.K) 2

2 0 (6.9)
« l + 3cos 6R ( 9c.n..

 = 9° >

0
Near 9 c m - = 9 0 , this is remarkably similar to (6.8), a first hint

that the predicted polarization effects may indeed be visible in the

data. Inspection of eq. (6.9) shows that if our interpretation is

correct, the strong 6g dependence observed is a special feature of

kinematics around 8c.m.
=90 • Indeed, if one would integrate (6.9)

over all c m . angles, the Op-dependence would be almost completely

washed out (see eq. 3.23). The parametrization of Wharton by al. on

the other hand suggests a strong 6R-dependence at all c m . angles.
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|T|2 - U + 3(q.K)2)(l-(pR.q)
2) (6.10)

In the QDM, this could only happen in the unlikely case that A3>>A^.

However, we should bear in mind that the parametrization (6.10) is

only backed up by experimental data in a rather small interval of

c m . angles.

A disturbing feature of this comparison is the fact that the

3.9 MeV state also displays a conspicuous 9JJ-dependence, contrary to

the expectations for L=0 transitions. This raises the question

whether small L=2 admixtures (present for instance in the CK

wavefunctions) could be responsible for such an effect. In order to

answer this question, we have generalized the schematic model of

Chapter 3 for 1 states, allowing arbitrary admixtures of L=0 and L=2

pairs. As shown in appendix A6.1, the effective density matrix pf

of the deuteron in the initial state can be evaluated along similar

lines as before. The main modification is the fact that the parameter

?(L,J) of eq. (3.16) now gets PR-dependent. We find

_

(1+)

|

(c2R2)
2+(c0R0)

2 j

Here, R L = R L > PR) *-S t h e wavefunction of apper.dix A3.1, and

denotes the 2 - c . f . p . in LS-coupling. If we evaluate C(P|{) for the

3.9 MeV s t a t e using CK wavefunctions ( C Q = . 2 0 1 3 , C Z = . 0 3 5 2 ) , we find

.028 at 100 MeV/c

.080 at 150 MeV/c ( 6 . 1 2 )

.226 at 200 MeV/c

The experimental 6R-distribution (6.7) corresponds to £=.25- Hence,

the sign of the effect (which i s determined by the relative aign

between cQ and c^, since the interference term dominates) i s correct,

but the magnitude too small.
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As a second illustration of eq. (6.11), we show in Fig. 4 the

function £(PR) for the ground state transition, using either the CK

wavefunctions or the wavefunction with the strong L=0 admixture used

in Fig. 2. We first notice that for P R > 2 0 0 MeV/c, all three curves

agree roughly with the value £=-1/2 for a pure L=2 transition, so

that the prediction (6.9) is very stable in this region. Below

200 MeV, one would also expect strong 0^ dependence from Fig. 4,

whereas the data require B(Pf;} = 0, i.e. isotropy. This may be taken as

an indication that the large cross section observed at small PJJ

cannot be interpreted in terms of L=0 admixtures to the wavefunction.
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6.B Distorted wave calculations

Once the elementary absorption operator has been chosen, the

distortion effects of the pion in the initial- and the two protons in

the final state can be taken into account using a DWIA approach,

along the lines sketched in Chapter 4. The partial wave amplitudes â

(which differ from the Aj by not containing the bound state

wavefunction, cf. eq. (2.4)) are assumed to have the simple functio-

nal form

o2 2
aitq'.q,*) = Sj e"S q (6.13)

with the range parameter 6=1 fra. This yields a ratio of 1.1 for the

absorption cross-section on n=0 and n=l S[ pairs in O, as compared

to 2/3 in the 0-range limit. Furthermore, only the dominant i=5

absorption channel ( Sj+ D2) has been kept tentatively. All results

presented here use the non-factorized approach (compare the discus-

sion in Sect. 4.A.4). A comparison of factorized and non-factorized

calculations is given in Appendix A6.B. The physical input to the

calculations is as described in Sect. 4.D. The Engelbrecht—Fiedeldey
Q

potential ) is used to describe the proton-nucleus interaction in

the final state. We- shall refer to a calculation along these lines as

a "standard calculation".

We now turn to the results of the calculations. Let us first
+ 14

consider the transition to the 3.9 HeV 1 state in N. Fig. 5 shows

the data of Wharton et al. ) at 3 pairs of detector angles 1 in

comparison with DWIA calculations normalized to the peak height of

the 60 /103 data (a point of practically zero recoil momentum). We

disregard the 4th set of angles (100°/100°), where the kinematics is

too far away from the quasi-free point (PRi300 MeV/c). The data are

consistent with the assumed L=0 dominance, confirming similar fin-
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3.9 MeV State
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Proton Energy (MeV)
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Fig. 5. Results of the standard calculation for the transition to

the 3.9 HeV state, compared to the data of ref. 2 at three pairs of

angles (02(62) for the emitted protons.
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(solid curves), compared to the data of ref. 2, here represented by

by the TRIDIF parametrization (dashed curves).
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dings with stopped pions in the previous chapter. The value of |a,j|

needed to reproduce the absolute normalization is

II5I2 = 15.6 fm6 (6-14)

For comparison, the upper bounds deduced from the 62.5 MeV Hedata.eq.

(2.33), correspond to values of |aj| between 7.9 and 13.3 fm . Since

we have neglected s-wave absorption altogether here, we should

compare the value (6.14) with 13.3 fm for He, indicating very good

consistency between these different data. However, one must be aware

that in detail this comparison depends on the assumed value of 1 fm

for the range parameter 6-

To illustrate the importance of distortion effects, we note that

the peak value in Fig. 5a is decreased by a factor of 1.9 as compared

to a PWIA calculation (15-20% increase due to pion distortion, a

factor of 2.3 decrease due to nucleon distortion).

Furthermore, the relative height of the peaks at different

detector settings is rather sensitive to the assumed range parameter

6 of eq. (6.13). Thus for instance, the peak cross-section at

80 /100 (60°/80°) would decrease by 40% (30%) relative to the peak

0 0
at 60 /103 in the 0 range limit.

In Fig. 6, we compare the 8C m -dependence of the data for the

3.9 MeV state with the DWIA prediction, using again a pure A5

amplitude. 8C m characterizes the elementary ud+ pp reaction in the

c m . system. The data are presented in the form of the smooth
2

"TRIDIF" parametrization of ref. ) . The excellent agreement in shape

shows no indication for the presence of other significant amplitudes.

Hence, from now on we shall keep A5 fixed to the value obtained from

Fig. 5a, and set Aj=A3=0.

As the last result for the 3.9 MeV state. Fig. 7 displays the

dependence on the recoil angle 8R , for two values of PR and two
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3.9 MeV State

too 100

Fig. 7. gR- dependence of the transition to the 3.9 MeV state. So-

lid curves give the results of the standard calculation. Also shown

are the results of a PWIA calculation (long dashes), and the data, as

represented by the TRIDIF parametrization , (short dashes). Figs.

7a - 7d present results at four pairs of values for PJJ and 9^ m-.
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Fig. 8. As fig. 5, but results for the transition to the ground

state shown.
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component in the wavefunction. Results shown are for constructive in-
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= +.21 , solid curves) and for destructive interfe-

rence (cQ/c2= -.21, dashed curves) between L=0 and L=2.
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values of 9cro_. The TRIDIF interpolation of the data is shown

together with PWIA and DWIA calculations (both normalized in the same

way to Fig. 5a). The PWIA predicts a much weaker 8R dependence than

actually observed, in accordance with the dominant L=0 character of

the transition (see Sect. 6.A). However, distortion effects induce a

variation of the correct shape, reducing the discrepancies between

PWIA and experiment. The sensitivity to distortion effects is

unusually strong here, presumably because we are in a kinematical

region away from the quasi-free kinematics, where the recoil momentum

distribution is rapidly varying. Apparently, it is dangerous to

simply identify the asymptotic momenta with the variables governing

the QDM inside the nucleus: this may give rise to an incorrect

dependence on certain variables like 8R.

The results shown in Figs. 5-7 demonstrate that the data for the

3.9 MeV 1 + state are consistent with the QDM, provided one takes into

account finite range and distortion effects. The absorption strength

parameter which we need, when we set the range parameter 3=1 fm, is

slightly larger than the one suggested by the He data at 62 MeV.

Fig. 8 is the analogue of Fig. 5, but for the transition to the

g.s. of N. According to our discussion in Sect. 3, the CK

wavefunctions do not reproduce the observed recoil momentum distribu-

tion, so that we have very little resemblance between theory and

experiment, both in shape and magnitude (the normalization is still

determined by the 3.9 MeV state). To check whether the problem can be

cured by modifying the nuclear structure input only, we have also

performed calculations with a strong L=8 admixture, similar to that

used in Pig. 3. Fig. 9 shows our results for both destructive and

constructive interference between L=0 and L=2 components. This is

evidently not sufficient to resolve the discrepancies. The challenge

of the 60 /103 for instance is not only to produce a peak at PR=0»
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Fig. 10. 9R- dependence for the transition to the ground state. Solid curves give the results

of the standard calculation, curvea with long dashes the results of a PWIA calculation, while

curves with short dashes give the data, as represented by the TR1DIP parametrization. Results

obtained at two pairs of values for PR and 9 c - m - are shown. The resultB of the calculations

have been multiplied by a factor 0.5 in order to facilitate the comparison to TRIDIF results.
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but also to get rid of the double-hump structure resulting from the

L=2 component of the recoil wavefunction. In the TRIDIF parametriza-

tion of the data, this is achieved by invoicing strong simultaneous

dependence on Pg and 9g . In the QDM, this would require strong

interference effects between different reaction contributions.

In Fig. 10/ we show the 6p-dependence at Pg=225 MeV/c, for two

c m . angles. In striking contrast to the poor cross-section results,

the DWIA predicts very well the qualitative behaviour of the 8R

distribution, confirming the discussion of the preceding section.

Apparently, the polarization effects present in the QDM for transiti-

ons with L=2 are clearly visible, provided one focusses on events

with large recoil momenta. It is worth noting that distortion has

rather little effect on the shape of the 8R-distributions here,

unlike in the case of the 3.9 MeV state. This is presumably due to

the fact that we are close to the maximum of the L=2 recoil momentum

distribution, as compared to the tail of the L=0 distribution in the

previous case.

In view of the qualitative failure documented in Fig. 8, there is

a definite chance that the agreement with the 8JJ-distributions in

Fig. 10 is fortuitous. With one single L.̂ 0 transition available, it

is difficult to rule out this possibility. However, it would be

rather easy to test our tentative explanation of the recoil angle

dependence by measuring other L/0 transitions as well, e.g. the

2+(7.0 MeV) and 3+(ll.0 MeV) states in 1 4N. The QDM predicts strong

and characteristic 8g—dependences for these transitions, under simi-

lar kinematics (see eq. 2.23). At 0,. m =90° for instance, our
C • ID *

analytical formula yields

fl + 3cos2e,j

g(6R) « jl-cos
28R

jl+icos28

R

(6.15)
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Fig. 11. Results of a standard calculation for a transition to a

2 + state at three pairs of angles (0j,62) for the emitted protons.
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Fig. 12. As fig. 11, but a transition to a 3* state is shown.
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The behaviour is 30 different that even a rough measurement should

allow to test these predictions. In order to give an idea of the

expected cross sections, we have performed DWIA-calculations for the

2 and 3 states, for the same kinematics as in Figs. 5 and 8. The

results are shown in Figs. 11-12. Notice the difference in shape

between the cross-sections for the 2 and 3 transitions, which is

exclusively due to the aforementioned polarization effects. Experi-

mental data for transitions different from the 1+ states studied in

ref. 2 would greatly help to disentangle nuclear structure- from

reaction mechanism uncertainties and hopefully shed some light on the

problems encountered with the g.s. transition.

6. C Conclusions

Being dominated by L=0 transfer, the transition to the 3.9 MeV 1+

state is expected to have rather simple features. Thio is indeed

born out by the calculations which reproduce the main characteris-

tics of the data with only one adjustable parameter, the strength of

the dominant TTNN -»• NN absorption amplitude (3Sj-> D2 ). As compared to

stopped pions, it is pleasing to see a greater sensitivity to details

of the absorption operator (e.g. finite size effects), owing to the

increased number of kinematical variables. The recoil angle dependen-

ce at PR>100 MeV/c observed experimentally and essentially absent in

a PWIA can be accounted for very well by distortion effects in the

initial and final state. This shows the need to distinguish between

the asymptotic momenta and the variables defining the elementary

process. The sensitivity to the distortion effects is enhanced here,

because one is already in the tail of the quasi-free peak.

Unfortunately, for the ground state transition, the picture is much

les. coherent. Because of the strong L-2 component, one certainly
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expects additional structure, but the data seem to indicate that

some important dynamics is still missing in our model. There is a

suggestion of two competing mechanisms, one at low and the other at

high recoil momenta. Attempts to attribute the excess cross-section

near PR=0 to a significant L=0 component in the deuteron c m .

wavefunction failed to reproduce the shape of the measured distribu-

tions. As is also evident from the TRIDIF-parametrization, one needs

a strong, simultaneous dependence on Pp and 9g, perhaps as a result

from some interference. In view of these difficulties, it is

surprising that the recoil angle dependence at P R > 1 5 0 MeV/c is

entirely consistent with the prediction of the QDM for a L=2, 1

state, using the dominant amplitude A5 only. Our analytical model

allows us to attribute this strong 9p-dependence to a (tensor)

polarization effect, and the DWIA calculations confirm this interpre-

tation. If our explanation is correct, one should see dramatic and

characteristic anisotropies in the recoil angle distributions for the

2 + and 3 + states as well. Data for these transitions would be

extremely valuable, both to verify systematically the presence of

polarization effects and to help eliminate nuclear structure uncer-

tainties .

Appendix A6.1 Generalization of the effective density matrix

For a 1 + transition with contributions from L=0 ICQ) and L=2 {cj)

transfer, eq. (3.10) for the effective density matrix of the

"quasi-deuteron" has to be replaced by

e f f r * •

°i = N<-?'> M ( c 0 R 0 < P l 0 1 ! < 1 > + C2 R2 < PI 2 1 1 M >)
(A6.1)

x (c0R0<011M|P>+c2R2<211M|P>)

The normalization factor N(P) can be determined from Trp? =1, but is
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not needed here. The RL stand for R^ (P), cf. appendix A3.1. The

M-sum in (A6.1) can be performed as follows;

£ <P|011M><011M|P> = _L
M 4 IT

£ <Pj 2J1M><211MJP> = _L (l-J(/1f Y2(P)-T2) (A6.;)

2Re *j <P|011M><211M|P> = — Y2(P)-T2

Consequently, we get

eff 1 2 2 2 2 /8coc?RoR2-C2R2 ;BA H

f" H(?n±U^4^ V — Y2{P).T2} < A 6- 3 )

Comparing this with the general expression (2.8), we arrive at the

desired result, eq. (6.11).

Appendix A6. 2 Factorized versus non-factorized approach.

All calculations presented in this chapter were not factorized in

the pion coordinate (compare Sects. 4.A and 4.B). Since in related

work ' ) a factorized approximation has been used, it is

worthwhile to compare the results of the two methods.

In Figs. 13a-d we present results for the triple differential

cross sections for the ground state, 3.9 MeV state, 2 and 3+ states

1A oo

in N, at proton angles (92,62)=(60 ,103 ). Both calculations were

normalized to the peak value in the 3.9 MeV state transition, without

renormalization, the non-factorized approach gives a peak value which

is 20% larger than that of the factorized approach. This ii due to

the fact that our p-wave absorption operator now picks up the

(larger) in-medium pion momentum, instead of the asymptotic pion

momentum.

As one can see, the form of the cross sections is not altered

drastically. The single most interesting feature in the factorized
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Fig. 13. Comparison of factorized and non-factorized calculations

at proton angles ( S J . B J ) = (60°,103°) for transi t ions leading to the

ground, l+(3.9 MeV), 2+ and 3+ s ta tes in 14N respectively. Both types

of calculations were normalized to the peak in the 3.9 MeV transi-

tion.
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results that we observed is a reduction of the peak in the 3.9 MeV

state transition at (81,92)=
:(60 ,80 ) by -20%. This number is

indicative of the size of the error introduced by the factorization,

after the mentioned renormalization has been taken into account, at

low pion energies.
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C H A P T E R V I Z

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The subject of this thesis is pion absorption in complex nuclei.

When one tries to make a model of this complicated proce' , it is

customary to build up the absorption in the system as a whole from

so-called "elementary" absorption processes in simpler subsystems.

For a long time one has assumed that the so-called quasi deuteron

mechanism, in which the elementary absorption process consists of the

absorption of the pion on a nucleon pair in the nucleus, could serve

as a starting point for a full description of this reaction. Although

recent experimental results seem to show that also more complicated

mechanisms play an essential role, a more complete understanding of

the QDM remains an essential link in the search for the reaction

mechanism.

To date no practical microscopical model for the elementary

TTNN •+ NN absorption operator exists. In a situation where a satisfac-

tory microscopical theory is lacking, a phenomenological description

can be useful in relating the experimental data to theoretically

sensible quantities. Such a description can guide the analysis of

existing an 3 design of new experiments.

In this thesis a phenomenological version of the UDM is studied in

the low—energy domain. Through the restriction to low energies, we

avoid the complications caused by the A-resonance. At the same time

the number of partial waves needed is reduced. Then, considering only

absorption on pairs in relative s-states, a very simple effective

in-medium TTNN + NN operator can be constructed, containing only a

limited number of free parameters. This approach has already been
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introduced some time ago, but has been forgotten since. Recent

experimental developments make it attractive to (after some suitable-

extensions) revive this method.

Coincident (T,NN) data are the natural test-field for a QDM. After

integrating over the degrees of freedom of one or both nucleons, the

model also covers one-arm spectra and total absorption cross sec-

tions .

If our purpose is to obtain a quantitative description of the

(rr, NN) reaction, a model for the initial and final state interaction

is needed. Still, in chapters 2 and 3, first the results of a plane

wave (PWIA) calculation are presented. In this case, the simple

structure of our operator makes it possible to derive analytical

expressions for all distributions considered. Although we may expect

at best qualitative agreement with the data, the results obtained are

very useful for developing our intuition about the possibilities

inherent in the QDM, and to allow a meaningful interpretation of the

results of the following chapters.

When the QDM is used as a basis for the analysis of experimental

data it is common practice to write the differential cross section as

the product of the elementary ud+pp cross section and the momentum

distribution of the absorbing nucleon pair in the nucleus. In chapter

3 we have shown that, irrespective of the detailed form of the

absorption operator, this is not correct for the (dominant) absorp-

tion on spin 1 pairs, if the pair has orbital angular momentum Lf8

with respect to the rest of the nucleus. In this case, the

tensorpolarization of the pair makes the mentioned factorization

impossible.

This investigation was started expecting that, when distortion

effects are incorporated, the QDM should be able to describe

succesfully exclusive coincident (i,NN) data. For the absorption of
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stopped pions this turns out to be true. In chapter 5 it is shown how

a large range of exclusive (and inclusive) data can be described,

without adjusting any free parameter. However, one must realize that

a (7T,NN) reaction with stopped pions can be completely pinned down by

two kinematical variables. One of these variables may be chosen to be

the recoil momentum Pp. The dependence on PR dominates over the

dependence on the other kinematical variable. Since the dependence on

PR is determined by nuclear structure alone, the agreement between

theory and experiment is largely independent of the absorption

operator. Only the so-called 9^-distributions are potentially more

informative. These however are experimentally very hard to obtain,

and moreover they are sensitive to distortion effects. Another result

of our analysis of stopped pion data is the extraction of an upper

bound of 25% for the fraction of absorption proceeding through

mechanisms other than the QDM.

A comparison with exclusive (tr.NN) data for absorption in flight

(absorption of a pion with kinetic energy unequal to zero) can in

principle be more rewarding. However, data are scarce. We have

limited ourselves to a comparison with recent data for the ground

state and 3.9 MeV state transitions in the 0(n ,pp) N reaction.

1 4
The data for the L=0 dominated transition to the 3.9 MeV state in N

can be described quite well, by adjusting only the strength of the

dominant absorption parameter. The observed non-isotropic distribu-

tions in the recoil angle 9R can be understood as a distortion

effect. The data for the L=2 dominated transition to the ground state

show a peak at P R ^ an(3 a complicated angular dependence in the

triple differential cross section, which are not described correctly.

It is surprising that, also in this case, the observed 0R-dependence

is in full agreement with the QDM expectations, which would provide a

first confirmation of the expected polarization effects. Complemen-
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tary data for other transitions and incident energies will be

necessary to evaluate the nature of the problems, as well as the

value of the successes.

In conclusion, this thesis shows that, in spite of the mentioned

problems, the QDM appears to be a good basis for the description of

coincident (TT,NN) data. Existing experimental results are usually not

very informative about details of the absorption operator. For this

purpose, in-flight absorption experiments for L^0 transitions are

most useful. Only now data of this type are beginning to appear and

therefore it is justified to hope that in the near future more

detailed knowledge is obtained. The work in this thesis provides a

sound basis for the analysis of these experimental results and will

hopefully serve as a starting point for the development of a model,

more credible than existing ones, for the in-medium wNN •+ NN transi-

tion operator. As long as such a model does not exist, a deeper

understanding of the manybody phenomena, which are observed in pion

absorption and are probably the best reason for studying this

reaction in detail, would seem to be illusory.
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S A M E N V A T T I N G

Dit proefschrift heeft als onderwerp pionabsorptie in complexe

kernen. Bij de modelvorming voor dit ingewikkelde proces, is het

gebruikelijk de absorptie in het gehele systeem samen te stellen uit

"elementaire" absorpties in eenvoudiger deelsystemen. Geruime tijd

heeft men aangenomen dat het zogenaamde quasi-deuteronmechanisme

(QDM), waarin het elementaire absorptieproces uit een absorptie aan

een nucleonpaar in de kern bestaat, als uitgangspunt voor een

volledige beschrijving van deze reactie kan dienen. Hoewel recente

experimentele resultaten lijken aan te tonen dat ook meer gecompli-

ceerde processen een wezenlijke rol spelen, is een beter begrip van

het QDM een essentiële schakel in het onderzoek naar het reactieme-

chanisme.

Voorlopig bestaat er geen practisch hanteerbaar, microscopisch

model voor de elementaire TINN •+ NM-operator. In een situatie waar een

goede microscopische theorie ontbreekt, kan een fenomenologische

beschrijving behulpzaam zijn om experimentele gegevens te "vertalen"

in theoretisch zinvolle grootheden. Zo'n beschrijving vormt een

leidraad bij de analyse van bestaande en het opzetten van nieuwe

experimenten.

In dit proefschrift is een fenomenologische versie van het QDM

voor de absorptie van pionen bij lage energie bestudeerd. Door deze

beperking tot lage energieën worden de complicaties veroorzaakt door

de A-resonantie vermeden. Tevens wordt het aantal benodigde partiële

golven beperkt zodat, als alleen absorptie aan nucleonparen in

relatieve s-toestanden in beschouwing wordt genomen, een zeer eenvou-

dige effectieve ÏÏNN -»• NN-operator kan worden geconstrueerd. Deze

methode is al enige tijd geleden geïntroduceerd, maar daarna in

vergetelheid geraakt. Recente ontwikkelingen op experimenteel gebied
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maken het aantrekkelijk om deze methode, met de nodige uitbreidingen,

nieuw leven in te blazen.

Het natuurlijke gebied om een QDM te toetsen wordt gevormd door de

coïncidente (TT ,NN)-experimenten. Door te integreren over de vrij-

heidsgraden van een of beide nucleonen, kunnen ook een-armspectra en

totale absorptiedoorsneden worden verkregen.

Als het doel is om tot een kwantitatieve beschrijving van de

(",NN)-reactie te komen, is een model voor de begin- en eindtoe-

standswisselwerking noodzakelijk. Toch zijn (hoofdstukken 2 en 3)

eerst de resultaten van een berekening met vlakke golven gepresen-

teerd. De eenvoud van onze operator stelt ons hier in staat om

analytische uitdrukkingen voor alle beschouwde verdelingen af te

leiden. Hoewel hoogstens kwalitatieve overeenstemming net de experi-

mentele gegevens kan worden verwacht, zijn de resultaten zeer nuttig

om onze intuïtie voor de mogelijkheden binnen het QDM te ontwikkelen

en om een zinvolle interpretatie van de resultaten verkregen in

latere hoofdstukken mogelijk te maken.

Bij de analyse van experimentele gegevens met behulp van het QDM

is het gebruikelijk de differentiële doorsnede te schrijven als het

product van de elementaire nd+pp doorsnede en de impulsverdeling van

het absorberende nucleonpaar in de kern. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt

aangetoond dat dit, ongeacht details van de absorptieoperator, niet

juist is voor de (dominante) absorptie op paren met spin 1, die een

baanimpulsmoment L#0 ten opzichte van de rest van de kern hebben. De

tensorpolarisatie van het paar maakt deze factorisatie onmogelijk.

Dit onderzoek werd begonnen in de verwachting dat met behulp van

het QDM, als begin- en eindtoestandswisselwerking in de berekening

worden meegenomen, een succesvolle beschrijving van exclusieve coïn-

cidente (Ti,NN)-spectra moet kunnen worden verkregen- Voor de absorp-

tie van "gestopte" pionen blijkt dit inderdaad het geval. In
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hoofdstuk 5 wordt getoond hoe een groot aantal zogenaamde exclusieve

(en inclusieve) verdelingen kan worden beschreven. Deze succesvolle

beschrijving is verkregen zonder dat enige parameter vrij is gevari-

eerd. Echter, er moet worden bedacht dat een (TT ,NN)-experiment met

gestopte pionen geheel kan worden vastgelegd door twee kinematische

variabelen. Omdat de afhankelijkheid van de terugstootimpuls Pp ,die

bepaald is door de kernstructuur, hierin sterk domineert, is de

overeenstemming tussen theorie en experiment grotendeels onafhanke-

lijk van de absorptieoperator. Slechts de zogenaamde 8^-verdelingen

voor exclusieve overgangen bieden een betere kans ora iets over het

absorptieproces te leren, maar deze zijn experimenteel slechts

moeizaam te verkrijgen en bovendien gevoelig voor begin- en eindtoe-

standswisselwerking. Een ander resultaat van onze studie voor gestop-

te pionen is dat we een bovengrens van 25% voor absorptiemechanismen

anders dan het QDM konden bepalen.

Een vergelijking met resultaten van exclusieve (Ti,NN)-experimenten

voor absorptie bij een kinetische energie van het pion ongelijk aan

nul ("in vlucht" absorptie) is meer hoopgevend. Experimentele gege-

vens zijn echter schaars. We hebben ons beperkt tot een vergelijking

met recente gegevens voor de overgangen naar de grond- en 3.9

MeV-toestand in de O(îr+,pp) N" reactie. De experimentele gegevens

voor de L=0-gedomineerde overgang naar de 3.9 MeV toestand in ^ N

laten zich, door slechts de sterkte van een dominante absorptiepara-

meter aan te passen, goed beschrijven- De gemeten niet-isotrope

verdelingen in de terugstoothoek 6p blijken een gevolg van begin- en

eindtoestandswisselwerking. De L=2-gedomineerde grondtoestandsover-

gang vertoont een piek bij PR=0 en een gecompliceerde hoekafhanke-

lijkheid in de tripel-differentiële doorsnede die niet juist worden

beschreven. Het is verrassend dat de gemeten 6p- afhankelijkheid ook

hier zeer goed in overeenstemming is met het QDM, hetgeen een eerste
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bevestiging van de verwachte polarisatieeffecten zou betekenen.

Aanvullende experimentele gegevens voor andere toestanden en ener-

gieën zullen nodig zijn om de aard van de problemen en de waarde van

de successen te evalueren.

Afsluitend concluderen we dat voor de absorptie van pionen bij

lage energie het QDM, ondanks de genoemde problemen, een goede basis

voor de beschrijving van coincidente (n,NN)-spectra lijkt te vormen.

Bestaande experimentele resultaten geven meestal weinig informatie

omtrent details van de operator. Het meest geschikt zijn hier

in-vlucht-absorptieexperimenten voor L^0-overgangen. Op dit moment

beginnen resultaten van dit soort experimenten te verschijnen en

daarom is de hoop gerechtvaardigd dat in de nabije toekomst meer

gedetailleerde kennis wordt verkregen. Het werk in dit proefschrift

vormt een gezonde basis voor de analyse van deze experimentele

resultaten en zal hopelijk een leidraad vormen bij de ontwikkeling

van een microscopisch model voor de ÏÏNN * NN-operator, dat bruikbaar

is in het nucleaire medium en geloofwaardiger is dan de modellen die

momenteel in gebruik zijn. Zo lang zo'n model niet bestaat lijkt een

beter begrip van de veeldeeltjeseffecten, die in pionabsorptieexperi-

menten zijn waargenomen en misschien wel de belangrijkste red^n

vormen om deze reactie in detail te bestuderen, een ijdele hoop.
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